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Abstract
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL MOTILITY
MUTANT IN SALMONELLA TYPH IMURIUM
by David Mathew Chacko
A new mutant, BT40, isolated from mutagenized cultures
of S. iytiliiDQULium was deficient in chemotaxis (Che

pheno

type) in tryptone semisoft agar, but had random motility
with a tumbling frequency (37%) similar to that of the
parental strain, ST23 (39%).

In spatial assays accumulation

of BT40 cells in capillary tubes containing attractants was
decreased by 33%-59% compared to ST23, but BT40 had a normal
response to attractants in temporal assays.

The methylation

level of the chemotactic proteins was decreased in BT40.
At room temperature, the mean swimming speed was 11 pm/s for
BT40 and 20 pm/s for ST23; more BT40 cells wobbled (50%)
than ST23 cells (30%), also.

The proportion of time that

the flagella rotated in the clockwise direction was 5% for
BT40 and 28% for ST23.

Motile BT40 cells had only 1-3

flagella per cell, and the length of the flagellar fila
ments was only 40% of the normal,

The mutant phenotype

was designated as CheG“ and conjugational studies located
cbeG between 12 min and 33 min on the chromosomal map.
Transductional crosses with Ila mutants indicated that
c.bfiG was located in flagellar region I at 23 min, and com-

piementation analysis with necA Ila strains mapped chaG

in ilamil.

Transductional analysis of spontaneous rever-

tants indicated that besides intragenic revertants, there
were pseudorevertants with at least 4 types of suppressor
mutations: type I suppressors, linked to the class I TnlQ
by 16%, were located between the TnlU and c.bfiG; type II
suppressors, linked to the class I TnlQ. by 7%, were distal
to ebaG with respect to the TnlQ; type III were linked to
the class I TnlQ by 1%; type IV suppressors were not linked
to the class I TnlQ and included in this type were the
suppressor linked by over 60% to the class II TnlQ.
CheG

The

phenotype was due to a defect in a flagellar gene

that caused the mutant to have short flagella and fewer
flagellar filaments resulting in a decrease in the stabil
ity of the flagellar bundle.

This instability accounted

for occurrence of random motility in BT40 even though the
individual flagella had a bias to counterclockwise rotation.
It is postulated that the cbeG mutation prevented normal
expression of operons downstream to llaEYlil in the
flagellar regulatory cascade resulting in the pleiotropic
defects observed in BT40 cells.
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1.

Introduction

Flagella are the motor organelles that allow bacteria
to swim toward favorable environments, and away from dele
terious surroundings, thus enhancing their chances of surv i val.

The study of motility has generated much scientific

interest because flagella are useful models for studies
dealing with transcriptional regulation of gene expression,
molecular aspects of morphogenesis, induction of behavioral
responses to chemical stimuli and conversion of electrochemical energy to mechanical work.
1.1.

Bole of Flagella in Bacterial Motility
The motility of bacteria was discovered by Leeuwenhoek

[1683, cf. Houwink and van Iterson, (1950)] soon after the
discovery of bacteria themselves.

Two centuries later,

Ehrenberg [1838, cf. Houwink and van Iterson, (1950)]
observed a "thread-like trunk" on bacteria which he postu
lated could serve as an organelle of locomotion, and subse
quent observations by Cohn [1872, cf. Houwink and van
Iterson, (1950)], Ballinger and Drysdale [1875, cf. Houwink
and van Iterson, (1950)], Warming [1875, cf. Houwink and
van Iterson, (1950)] and Koch [1877, cf. Houwink and van
Iterson, (1950)] confirmed the existence of flagella.
Questions about the role of flagella were raised by
1

2
Pijper (1955), a proponent of van Tieghem [1879, cf. Smith
and Koff1er

(1971)], who suggested that flagella were

useless appendages and were the result, not the cause, of
1ocomotion.
tenable.

However, this opinion is no longer considered

Many reviews are available on bacterial motility

(lino, 1977; Silverman and Simon, 1977; Macnab, 1979;
Silverman, 1980; Berg and Khan, 1983; Macnab, 1984; Macnab
and Aizawa, 1984).
The biggest advances in the study of flagella have
occurred in the Gram-negative enteric bacteria, Salmoaella
typhimuLium and EachaLichia call.

Initial interest in these

two bacteria was due primarily to their importance as pathogenic organisms.

The flagellar antigens were used as markers

for identification of these bacteria and variations in these
antigens were studied (Andrewes, 1922; Bruner and Edwards,
1947).

Interest gradually shifted to analyzing the flagella

as organelles of motility.

Electron micrographs have shown

that S. iypbiajULium and E. call have 5-10 flagella that
are randomly distributed over the cell surface (peritrichous flagellation).
Due to the small size of bacteria, inertial factors
are unimportant when considering translational movement.
Only the kinematic viscosity of the fluid is an important
parameter in the bacterial domain (Purcell, 1977; Berg,
1974).

With respect to these considerations, it was pro-

3

posed that translational movement by bacteria is achieved
by the independent, reversible rotation of flagellar fila
ments as semi-rigid helices (Berg and Anderson, 1973; Berg,
1 974) .

It is thought to be analagous to the way a propel

ler powers a motor boat through water,

This hypothesis

was supported by the observation that bacterial cell
bodies rotated when they were tethered by antif1agel1ar
antibodies to microscope slides or to each other (Silverman
and Simon, 1974b; Larsen et al., 1974a).

The rotating fla

gella provide enough thrust to enable the bacterium to swim
through liquid media at speeds of 20-30 pm/s.
In isotropic solutions, bacterial motion appears as
an interval of smooth swimming interrupted by an abrupt tum
bling episode with resumption of smooth swimming in a new
dir ec tion .

Tumbling episodes occur approximately once a

second (Berg and Tedesco, 1975).

The pattern of motion is

a three-dimensional random walk (Berg and Brown

1972).

When the bacteria are swimming smoothly, the flagella
merge at one pole of the cell and form a flagellar bundle
(Macnab and Koshland, 1974; Macnab, 1976).

The individual

filaments rotate in phase to produce coordinated transla
tional movement through liquid media (Berg and Anderson,
1 973 ) .

When a bacterium emerges from a tumble to initiate

smooth swimming, the individual flagella are rotating in a
counterclockwise manner (Larsen et al., 1974a).

This causes

4
distal wave formation and the forward thrust produced brings
the filaments closer until they collide at their critical
axial distances (Macnab, 1977).

Repeated collisions between

the rotating filaments gradually reduce the phase differ
ences, allowing the axes to approach coincidence.

Hydro-

dynamic forces generated by the rotating filament (about
10“9 to 10 -8 dyne per filament) are thought to generate
right-handed intertwisting of the flagellar bundle,

This

ensures a coordinated synchronous bundle (Macnab, 1977).
Reversal of the motors to clockwise rotation causes the
chaotic nontrans1 ational movement called tumbling.

It

induces geometrical intertwisting and jamming of the bundle
if the flagella exceed the critical phase difference and are
able to overcome the hydrodynamic forces which stabilize the
flagellar bundle (Macnab, 1977).

Disruption of the bundle

is also promoted by major structural transitions that occur
in the filaments when the flagella motors reverse to the
clockwise mode.

The normal left-handed helix (wavelength

2.3 pm; diameter 0.4 pm) undergoes a discrete transition
to a right-handed helix (wavelength 1.1 pm; diameter 0.3 pm)
due to mechanical forces generated by the reversal of the
motor (Macnab and Ornston, 1977).
In the presence of a spatial gradient of chemicals

the

bacteria suppress their tumbling episodes when swimming
toward higher concentrations of attractant (Berg and Brown,
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1972; Macnab and Koshland, 1972).

They increase their fre

quency of tumbling episodes when swimming toward a higher
concentration of repellent (Tsang et al., 1973).

In this

manner, bacteria bias their net migration toward favorable
environments.

Detection of the spatial gradient by bacteria

involves actual detection of a temporal gradient experienced
as a result of movement through space (Macnab and Koshland,
1972).

This occurs over a span of two seconds, an interval

over which concentration changes occur when cells swim in
spatial gradients (Block et al., 1982).
The bacterial sensory system controls the changes in
direction of flagellar rotation (Larsen et al., 1974b).
When a ligand, or a ligand-receptor complex, binds to chemotactic transducing proteins on the periplasmic surface of
the inner membrane, it induces a conformational change in
the proteins.

The conformational change is perceived as a

signal on the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane.

Thus ,

transduction of information across the membrane is completed.
It is postulated that the signal is processed by cytoplasmic
proteins and sent to a tumble regulator which controls the
rate of reversal of the flagellar motors,

The tumble regu-

lator either induces or suppresses clockwise rotation of
the motor depending on the type of ligand molecule.

For

reviews on chemotaxis, refer to the following references:
Koshland, 1980; Parkinson, 1981; Taylor and Laszlo, 1981;
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Hobson et al., 1982; Parkinson and Hazelbauer, 1983; Taylor,
1 983 .
The emergence of Mitchell's chemiosmotic theory resolved
questions about the energy source for flagellar rotation,

By

studying ATP-depleted cells, Larsen and coworkers showed that
the energy source for bacterial motility is not ATP, but the
intermediate in oxidative phosphorylation (Larsen et al.,
1974a).

Subsequently, the proton motive force (PMF) was shown

to be the intermediate in oxidative phosphorylation that
powers the flagellar motors.

Motility in starved cells can

be generated by an artificial proton motive force (Manson
et al., 1 977 ; Matsuura et al . , 1 977 ).

At pH 7.0, proton

motive force is the sum of electrical and chemical potentials
across the bacterial membrane, and is given by:
PMF = Ay - 2.3 (RT/ F) ApH
Perturbations of either component, resulting in a decrease
in the electrochemical potential difference below -90 mV,
can affect the motility of the cell (Shioi et al., 1978),
and either the electrical or the chemical components can
drive the rotation of flagellar motor (Shioi et al., 1980;
Khan and Macnab, 1980b).

A model system utilizing cell

envelopes with functional flagella provides more evidence
to support this hypothesis.

When a chemical gradient of

protons is imposed on this system, flagellar rotation is
observed (Ravid and Eisenbach, 1984).

Protons (or hydroxyl
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ions) are the only ions required for this effect (Manson et
al ., 1 977 ; Matsuura et al., 1 977; Khan and Macnab, 1 980b;
Ravid and Eisenbach, 1984).

However, flagella of alkalo-

philic bacteria are an exception, utilizing a sodium ion
electrochemical gradient (Hirota et al., 1981).
A decrease in proton motive force can bias flagellar
rotation.

When the speed of the flagellar motor is reduced
an increase in the pro

by a decrease in proton motive force

portion of time spent in counterclockwise rotation was
observed (Khan and Macnab, 1980a).

This suggests that

switching of the motor is under the dual control of chemosensory perception and the energy status of the cell.
Although the energy source for rotation of flagellar
motors is the proton motive force, ATP does influence the
probability of clockwise rotation (Galloway and Taylor, 1980;
Shioi et al., 1982).

ATP is required for sensory perception

in bacteria and controls switching of the flagellar motor
through the chemotactic apparatus.
1 .2.

Structure of Flagella
The bacterial flagellum has been studied extensively

by electron microscopy.

On the basis of findings from these

studies, the flagellar organelle has been divided into three
morphologically distinct regions:

the flagellar filament,

the hook and the basal body (Fig. 1).

As techniques in iso

lation and preparation of flagella for electron microscopy

8

Fig. 1 .

Schematic diagram of the hook-basal body

complex as seen on electron micrographs of isolated
flagella of &. typhimuLium.

Based on the model proposed

by DePamphilis and Adler (1971b); Aizawa et al (1985);
and Homma and lino (1985).
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improved, new components of the flagella have been dis
covered that previously were only inferred from genetic
evidence.
The filament is a simple structure made from subunits
of a single protein, flagellin.

Unlike the eukaryotic fila-

ments, it lacks enzymes for the conversion of chemical energy
to mechanical energy,

The filament plays a passive role in

locomotion, transferring the mechanical force generated by
the flagellar motor.

Flagellin is a globular protein with an

estimated diameter ranging from 4.5 nm (Kerridge et al., 1962)
to 5.5 nm (Lowy and Hanson, 1965).

In E. call, flagellin has

a molecular weight of 60,000 (Kondoh and Hotani, 1974).
However, in S. lyphimiLLiuo) there are two antigenic variants
of flagellin; phase-2 flagellin (H-1.2) with a molecular
weight of 40,000 (McDonough, 1965), and phase-1 flagellin
(H-li) with a molecular weight of 49,000 to 55,000 (Kondoh
and Hotani, 1974; Ikeda et al., 1983).
la vilLQ polymerization studies of flagellin monomers
have revealed that assembly of the filament requires some
flagellar fragments as seeds for polymerization (Asakura et
al . , 1 964) .

However, Ishihara and Hotani (1980) report that

when flagellin monomers are placed between a microscope slide
and coverslip, they polymerize spontaneously due to the spe
cific geometrical arrangements of the two uncoated glass sur
faces.

The filament requires no enzymes to ensure that the

11
correct interactions are made during polymerization, and
quaternary interactions between the flagellin subunits are
the major forces stabilizing the structure (Asakura et al.,
1964; Asakura, 1968).

Analysis of the structure of the

filament reveals that the subunits are arranged in 11 helical
rows (O’Brien and Bennet , 1 972 ) that normally form a lefthanded superhelix with a periodicity of 2.3 pm (Silverman and
Simon, 1977).

The superhelix has a diameter of 20 nm and can

extend outward from the cell to a distance of 10 pm (O’Brien
and Bennet, 1972).

Perturbation of the crystalline structure

by changes in pH (Kamiya and Asakura, 1976 and 1977) or by
mechanical force (Macnab and Ornston, 1977; Hotani, 1982) can
cause slight changes in the orientation of the flagellin subunits.

This can result in changes of the parameters of the

helix such as curvature, torsion and handedness.

The inter-

conversions are reversible and play a role in the function of
the fi1 aments.

The flagellar filament is connected to the basal body by
a short curved structure called the hook.

It is composed of

a single polypeptide subunit, with a molecular weight of
42,000, called the hook protein (Silverman and Simon
Kagawa et al., 1976).

1 972 ;

The hook protein is an elongated mole

cule that is 10 nm long with a diameter of 2.5 nm and seems
to be shaped like a bent finger (Wagenknecht et al., 1981a).
The subunits are arranged in a right-handed helix with a
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periodicity of 2.3 nm (Wagenknecht et al., 1981b).
is 90 nm long with a diameter of 2.5 nm

The hook

si ightly larger

than the diameter of the filament (Silverman, 1980).

The

hook functions as a coupler that permits torque on the motor
axis to be directed along the long body axis of the bacterium
or on the axis perpendicular to the cell body.
remain as to how this is accomplished.

Questions still

It is pos tu1 at ed that

the hook acts as a flexible coupler that continously and elas
tically flexes as needed (Berg and Anderson, 1973), or it
inelastically causes changes in subunit interactions, so that
its waveform remains stationary while it rotates (Macnab and
Aizawa , 1 9 84).

The latter suggestion appears to have more

merit because it already has been shown that the hook has a
well-defined structure that is not subject to the many varia
tions one would expect from a flexible structure.
Three types of proteins, called hook-associated proteins

(HAPs)
hook .

are located at the junction of the filament and the

They were initially observed at the end of the hook

structure in various filamentless mutants.

Their molecular

weights are 59 ,000 for HAP1 , 53 ,000 for HAP2 and 31 ,000 for
HAPS (Homma et al., 1984b).

Failure to detect HAPs in pre

vious studies raised some questions as to whether HAPs were
permanent components of the flagella, or whether they were
similar to scaffolding proteins seen in assembly of bacterio
phage capsids (King et al., 1980).

The question has been
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resolved by the detection of all 3 HAPs in hook-filament com
plexes isolated from motile bacteria.

It is thought that the

conditions of low pH or high temperature used to dissociate
the filament from the hook probably caused the loss of the HAPs.
Antibodies against each hook-associated protein were used to
show that HAP1

is located next to the hook.

Adjacent to it

is HAPS and a claw structure at the end of the filament is
HAP2 (Homma and lino, 1 985).

Homma et al. (1984a) have also

shown that HAPs are essential for initiation of polymerization of flagellin on the hook.

Although Kagawa et al. (1973)

reported in jtiiLQ polymerization of flagellin with prepared
hook structures, it is believed the polymerization was due to
contamination of the hook preparations by fragments of the
filament structure or by HAPs.

Presence of HAPs lends cre

dence to the idea that the hook can maintain a stationary
wave, because they invalidate the objection that the hook
would be acycl ical to the filament wave.

Since HAPs are in

the junction of the hook and filament, the HAPs have to
bridge the cyclical differences, and this might be part of
their role for rotation of the flagella.
The component that anchors the flagellum in the bacterial
membranes is the basal body.

In Gram-negative bacteria, the

basal body is 27 nm in length, and consists of a cylindrically symmetrical stack of four ring-like structures, 22.5 nm
in diameter, arranged in two pairs around a central rod
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(DePamphilis and and Adler, 1971a; Vaituzis and Doetsch,
1969).

Gram-positive bacteria have only the two inner rings.

The two outer rings, called the L ring and P ring, are con
nected by a cylinder and do not appear to be bound to the rod.
The L ring and P ring are coplanar with the 1ipopolysaccharide
layer (outer membrane) and the peptidoglycan layer, respec
tively (DePamphilis and Adler, 1971b).

On the basis of electro-

phoretic analysis, outer ring preparations contain 2 proteins
with molecular weights of 27,000 and 38,000 (Aizawa et al.,
1985).

It is postulated that the P ring is constructed from

radially disposed subunits of the 38,000 molecular weight protei n .

The outer cylinder and the L ring are probably one

structure comprised of subunits of the 27,000 molecular weight
protein (Aizawa et al., 1985).

It is assumed that the outer

rings act as bushings for the central rod and are not neces
sary for chemomechanical energy conversion, since they are
missing in Gram-positive organisms.
The central rod runs through the center of the four
rings and is composed of two proteins with molecular weights
of 30,000 and 32,000 (Aizawa et al., 1985).

The rod is

approximately 7 nm in diameter with a central channel that
is 3 nm in diameter, allowing extrusion of hook protein and
flag ell in (DePamphilis and Adler, 1971a).

The two inner

rings, termed the S ring and the M ring, are separated by a
3.5 nm distance.

The M ring is attached to the inner mem-
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brane and is constructed from a single protein with an appar
ent molecular weight of 65,000 (DePamphilis and Adler
Aizawa et al., 1985).

1971b;

The S ring is visible just above the

inner membrane and is not coplanar with any known cell enve
lope structure (DePamphilis and Adler, 1971b).
There is ample genetic and morphological evidence to
suggest that the basal body, as it is known presently, does
not constitute the entire motor.

The maiA and moiB gene

products are not found in the isolated basal body, but are
integral membrane proteins that are necessary for rotation
of the flagella (Silverman et al., 1976; Silverman and Simon,
1976; Dean et al., 1984).

Mutants with defects in these

proteins have motors that are paralyzed (Enomoto, 1966a
and 1966b).

Fusion of the maiB gene to a lac promoter has

provided a useful technique to increase the level of the
hjqIB

protein.

When tethered mclB mutants are exposed to a

lac inducer, increases in rotational speed occur in a series
of equally spaced steps (Block and Berg, 1984).

This

suggests that the cdqJLB gene product is part of the force
generating unit of the flagellar motor.

Manson et al.

(1980) suggested that the circular depressions surrounded by
a circlet of small studs in AQuaapiiLllluQ) accpcaa (Coulton
and Murray, 1978) are made up of proteins similar to the
maiA and mclB gene products.

It is possible that the

additional structures on the outer radii of the M ring could
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also be the same type of
motor components

structures,

(Aizawa et

al.,

and might be one of

the

1985).

It is postulated that the IlaAll^Z, IlaQ and IlaN gene
products

are also components

of

the motor.

Mutations

in

these genes cause flagellar and motility deficient pheno
types.

In llaAll^Z,

llaQ and flaN mutants, chemotaxis

deficient phenotypes have also been observed
1983;

R. Macnab,

ysis of

personal

Suppressor

al. ,
anal

the mat alleles of IlaAII^.2., ilaQ and llaN has

interactions between
and Aizawa,
revealed

communication).

(Dean et

1984).

that

the gene products
In E. £Qli,

of

these genes

revealed
(Macnab

suppressor analysis has

the chfcY and ctieZ gene products

interact with

ilaA and ilaB products, genes homologous

to ilaQ and ilaAllj.2.

in S*

1 979;

lyphimuLiiHD (Parkinson
This

and Parker,

evidence has

Parkinson

al . ,

1 983 ) .

led researchers

that

these genes comprise the switch complex of

to conclude
the motor,

and chemotactic signals dictate the direction of
the flagellar motor
It

is believed

through
that

electron micrographs,
rod and

is

this complex.

the basal

body,

as

it

a passive structure.

malA and maiB gene products, a set

of

rotation of

is

seen

rotation.

the switch complex
Not much

is

of channel

on

The central

the M ring are connected and are rotated by

The role of

et

the

complexes.

to regulate the direction

is known about

the actual

role of

S ring, but it is probably attached to the cell wall and

the
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acts as an anchoring structure.

For more detail, refer to

Macnab and Aizawa (1984) and Berg and Khan (1983).
1 .3.

Genetic Analysis of Flagella
Isolation of mutants defective in the synthesis and

function of the flagellar organelle was facilitated by the
discovery of the chi phage (Meynell, 1961).

The phage needs

an active flagellum for adsorption to the bacterium and subsequent infection of the cell (Schade et al . , 1 967 ;
Th ipayathasana and Valentine, 1974 ).

Mutants resistant to

chi phage had three different phenotypes:

Mot

strains ,

which have flagella but are paralyzed because their flagella
do not rotate; Hag” strains, which have filaments that have
an altered configuration, altered antigenecity or have no
filaments; and Fla” strains, which have either no apparent fla
gellar structure, or only parts of the flagella such as the
basal body or the hook.

A fourth phenotype, designated as

Che”, are motile, but are deficient in chemotaxis.

The Che

mutants were isolated by their failure to swarm in tryptone
semisoft plates (Armstrong et al., 1967), or their inability
to migrate toward a preformed gradient of attractant in a ver
tical column of liquid medium (Aswad and Koshland, 1975).
Complementation analyses of the mutants were performed
by phage-mediated abortive transductions (Stocker, 1956; Joys
and Stocker, 1965; Vary and Stocker, 1973; Aswad and
Koshland, 1975; Warrick et al., 1977) and with F’ plasmids
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(Armstrong and Adler, 1967; Komeda et al., 1977b; Komeda et
al . , 1 980 ; Silverman and Simon, 1 973a).

These studies

revealed that there are over 58 cistrons involved in bacterial motility and chemotaxis.

Of the 58 cistrons, approxi-

mately 39 cistrons are required for the assembly and function
of intact flagella, the rest are involved in sensory trans
duction.

Hfr mediated conjugations and transductional analy

ses have established the linkage relationship between flagellar genes and other loci.

There are three clusters of genes

involved in bacterial motility in S. iyahimuLium (Armstrong
and Adler, 1969):

region I at 23 min, region II and III at

40 min and a fourth region at 56 min (Fig. 2).

In add i -

tion, numerous chemotactic genes, coding for receptors and
transducing proteins, are located outside the loci mentioned
above (Parkinson and Hazelbauer , 1 983 ).
The region at 56 min, the phase 2 region, is present
only in S. iypbimuLiuai, and is located near pheA.

This

region includes: the gene for phase 2 flagellin, H2.; a gene
that specifies for the synthesis of a repressor of phase 1,
Lhl; and a site that regulates phase transition and expres
sion of phase 2 flagellin, bio..

When phase 2 flagellin is

produced in &. iyphimuLium, the phase 1 flagellin production
is blocked by the expression of Lhl.

Transition to phase 1

flagellin involves site specific recombination of the hio.
gene ending in inversion of this segment of DNA (Zieg et al .
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Fig. 2.

Distribution of chemotactic and flagellar

genes on the S. lypliiaiULiua) chromosome.
genes that are in known operons.

Solid arrows connect

Dashed arrows indicate

operons inferred from operons known in E.

qqII.
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1 978 ) .

This turns off the promoter for H2 and nhl and allows

the expression of HI, the gene for phase 1 flagellin.

This

region does not have a counterpart in E. c.Qli because E.
call has only one type of flagellin.

For a mor e detai1ed

account of phase variation in S. typtiimuLium see Silverman
and Simon (1977), and lino (1977).
The genes in region I

II and III are shown in Fig. 2

with relevant information about the genes.

Except for the

phase 2 region, there is a great deal of homology in the dis
tribution of flagellar genes in the chromosomes of S. iyphimuLium and E. coll.

In E. coll, region I is also located at

23 min, and is linked to pynC and punB at 23 and 24 min,
respectively (Komeda et al. , 1 978a).

Regions II and III dif

fer only slightly in their locations in E. call, occurring
at 41 min and 42 min.
Functional homology between E. call and S. lyphimuLium
flagellar and chemotactic genes has been established by PI
mediated intergeneric crosses (Kutsukake et al . , 1 980 ) or by
transfer of F’ episomes (DeFranco et al. , 1979 ).

From the

complementation behavior of mutants, it was found that most
of the gene products are interchangeable between the two spe
cies.

The gene correspondences are listed on Table 1.

Due

to the homology between E. call and S. iypliimuLium, many of
the findings in one species have been useful in discovering
similar findings in the other organism, or are thought to be
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Table 1
Flagellar genes and their function in

£. lyphimuLium and £. call a ,b

Gene

Ref er enc esc

Product MW

Function of gene product

IlaEl
(Hall)

?

Necessary for addition of
P ring.

16, 24, 25

IlaEll
(IlbA)

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

24, 25

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

18, 24, 25

ilaEUI
(£laW)

14 K

flaEXY
(fla¥)

?
(11 K)

Necessary for addition of
L ring and outer cylinder.

12, 13, 16,
24, 25

flaEY
(flaK)

42 K
(42 K)

Hook protein .

12, 13, 16,
17 , 24

flaEYl
(flaX)

32 K
( 30 K)

Central rod?

1 , 13, 16
24, 25

flaEYll
(flaL)

30 K
( 27 K)

Central rod?

1 , 12, 13,
16, 24, 25

L ring and outer
cy1inder ?

1 , 16, 24,
25

P ring?

1 , 12, 13,
16, 24

Necessary for any
detectable structure.
Regulates hag expression.

9 , 16, 24

flaEYlll
(flaY)

(?)

27 K ?
(?)

flaEIX
(flaM)

38 K
(38 K)

flaEX
(flaZ)

?

flaW
(flaS)

59 K
(60 K)

HAP1 .

6, 7, 12, 13,
16, 25, 26

flat!
(flaT)

31 K
(35 K)

HAP 3 .

6 , 7 , 12, 13,
16, 24, 25
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Table 1 (continued)
Gene

Product MW

Function of gene product

Ref er enc esc

f laC
(ilaH)

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.
Interacts with cel 1
wall.

10, 16, 24,
25

IlaM
(IlaG)

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

16, 24, 25

malB
(coaiB)

?
(39 K)

Necessary for motor
rotation.

4, 5, 20,
22

matA

?
(31 K)

Necessary for motor
rotation .

5, 20, 22

(matA)
IlaE
dial)

?
(22 K)

Necessary for expression
of all other genes.

9, 16, 24,
25

ilaK
(IlbB)

?
(13 K)

Necessary for expression
of all other genes .

11, 24, 25

f laY
(?)

?

IlaL
(IlaQ)

?

Hld
(bag)
ilaY
(llbC)
ilaAi
UlaN)

49 K - 55 K
(60 K)
53 K

?
Necessary for addition of
fi1 ament to HAPs.

6 , 21 , 24 ,
25

FI agel 1 i n , i antigen.

8 , 14, 25

HAP 2 .

6, 7 , 11 ,
25 , 26

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

16, 24, 25

(?)

?

18

IlaAlid
(IlaBl)

65 K
(60 K)

M ring?

1 , 2 , 16

llaAIdZ
(ilaBli)

?
(38 K)

Part of the switch com
plex? mate, abaY.
Interacts with cbaZ,
abaY and IlaQ.

2,3,25

24
Table 1 (continued)
Gene

Product MW

llaAIi^a
?
(ilaBIII) (28 K)

ilaAllI
(IlaC)
ilaS
(llaQ)
IlaR
(IlaE)
?

?

2

?
(56 K)

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

2 , 16, 21 ,
24, 25

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

2 , 16, 25

Control of hook length.

2, 16, 21 ,

(16 K)
?

23

(54 K)
?

(IlaAI)

Ref er enc esc

Function of gene product

?

15, 19

(17 K)
Part of switch complex?
Interacts
atifiC, malE.
with cbaY, ahaZ,
ilaAIl^Z and ilaN.

15, 16, 19
21 , 25

Part of switch complex?
aha6.
Interacts with
IlaQ.

18, 19

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

25

IlaB
(IlaE)

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

16, 25

llaD
(IlaQ)

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

24 , 25

llaX
(IlaE)

?

Necessary for any
detectable structure.

25 , 26

?

IlaQ
(IlaAlI)

(38 K)

IlaN
(malD)

?
(47 K)

IlaE
(IlbQ)

a This table is modified from Macnab and Aizawa, 1984.
^The homologous E. c.q11 genes and product molecular
weights are given in parentheses.
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cRelevant references for each gene are listed:
1 . Aizawa et al., 1985
2 . Bartlett and Matsumura, 1984
3 . Dean et al., 1983
4. Dean et al., 1984
5. En omoto, 1 9 6 6a
6 . Homma and lino, 1985
7 . Homnia et al., 198 4b
8.
Ikeda et al., 1983
9. Komeda, 1982
1 0 . Komeda et al., 1977a
11 . Komeda et al., 1980
12. Komeda et al., 1977b
13. Komeda et al., 1978b
14. Kondoh and Hotani, 1974
15. Kuo and Koshland, 1985
16. Kutsukake et al., 1980
17. Kutsukake et al. , 1979
18. R. Macnab, personal communication
19 . Malakooti and Matsumura, 1985
20 . Silverman et al., 1976
21 . Silverman and Simon, 1973a
22 . Silverman and Simon, 1976
23 . Suzuki and lino, 1981
24 . Suzuk i et al . , 1978
25. Suzuki and Komeda, 1981
26 . Yamaguchi et al., 1984
dAn additional gene, H2, codes for 1,2 flagellin (40 K)
in &. typtLimuLium that does not have a counterpart in E. (toll.
eAllele designation not assigned.
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applicable in both organisms.
Clarification of the role of each flagellar gene in
the assembly and function of flagella has been a major goal.
Initially, flagella were purified from flagellar mutants and
analyzed by electron microscopy to determine the structural
components that were absent,

Suzuki and coworkers (Suzuki et

al. , 1 978; Suzuki and Komeda, 1981) constructed morphological
assembly maps that correlated gene expression with addition
of specific components to the nascent flagellum.

However,

they did not make definite correspondences between genes and
flagellar components.

Assignment of molecular weights for a

number of gene products has been accomplished by lambda phageprogrammed gene expression (Komeda et al., 1978a).
methods of isolating hook-basal body complexes (HBB)

Improved
in high

yield and purity, and further characterization by one- and
two-dimensional gel electrophoreses, have resulted in addi
tional information (Table 1) (Aizawa et al., 1985).
Relationships between genes and morphological features
on the flagella have been established for a number of genes.
It has been shown in £. iyphimuiiimD that HI and H2. are the
structural genes for flagellin (lino, 1969).

It has also

been verified that the llaEY cistron codes for the hook pro
tein (Kutsukake et al. , 1 979; Komeda et al., 1 978b).

A

defect in the IlaB gene produces motility mutants that have
polyhook formation and from this it is deduced that the IlaB
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gene product controls the length or polymerization of the
hook (Suzuki and lino, 1981).

IlaW, Hall and flaY are the

cistrons that code for the hook-associated proteins (Homma et
al . , 1 984a and 1 984b).

Another gene, IlaL, is necessary for

transcription of mRNA for flagellin (Suzuki and lino, 1975)
and a defect in this gene produces filamentless mutants.
Aizawa and coworkers (Aizawa et al., 1985) have compared the
molecular weights of basal body components with the molecular
weights of proteins estimated from the DNA seqences of flagel
lar genes.

They postulate that IlaEYl and IlaEYlI gene prod

ucts form the inner rod.

They also suggest that IlaEYlIl is

the structural gene for the outer cylinder and L ring, that
ilaEIX codes for the P ring, and that the IlaAll^l protein
constitutes the M ring.

Monoclonal antibodies against the

flaAIlj.! protein were found on the cytoplasmic surface of
the M ring.

Although this was not reproducible, it was con

sistent with their suggestion that ilaAilj.1 codes for the M
ring (Aizawa et al., 1985).
There are a number of flagellar genes whose products
have never been isolated with the flagella, but are consid
ered part of motor apparatus of the flagella,

Among these

genes are maLA and rnatB which probably code for the pore pro
teins for H+ ions (Silverman et al., 1976; Silverman and

Simon, 1976 ; Dean et al . , 1984 ), and TlaA11^2., £laQ and ilaN
genes which are responsible for the switch complex in the
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motor (Parkinson and Parker, 1979; Parkinson et al., 1983;
Dean et al . , 1 983).

However, investigators have been unable

to show a correlation between these gene products and morpho
logical features on flagella, due to the absence of these
proteins in preparations of isolated flagellar organelles.
Organization of most of these genes into operons has
been accomplished by Mu-induced flagellar mutants (Fig. 2)
(Silverman and Simon

1973b; Komeda et al., 1977b and 1980;

Kutsukake et al. , 1 980 ).

The insertion of Mu into a cistron

prevents the expression of other cistrons in the same operon
which are transcribed later.

These operons are under the

control of a complex cascade of regulatory steps that enable
the bacterium to have highly coordinated synthesis of flagel
lar proteins for effective assembly of the flagella.
It has been recognized for some time that flagellar syn
thesis is sensitive to catabolite repressing substrates such
as glucose (Adler and Templeton, 1967), and this effect can
be reversed by the addition of cyclic 3’,51-adenosine mono
phosphate (cAMP) (Dobrogosz and Hamilton, 1971).

In E. call,

it has been shown that cAMP regulates the IlbB operon, and a
mutation in the promoter for this operon (els mutation) ren
ders the cell insensitive to catabolite repression (Silverman
and Simon, 1974a).
Komeda (1982) analyzed the interaction of flagellar
genes at the transcriptional level in E. call.

The inser-
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tion of lac genes (lacZ and lacY) in Mu d bacteriophage enables
fusion of the lac genes into an operon or gene in which the
phage is inserted (Casadaban, 1976).

Insertion of the phage

in the proper orientation puts the lac genes under the con
trol of the flagellar promoters.

Lambda transducing phages

carrying these chromosomal ila-lac fusions were used in
crosses with 11a mutants to determine if the gene products
from the defective genes were necessary for expression of

lla-lac fusion.
The gene products from the llbB operon are necessary
for expression of all the other flagellar operons.

The

second class of operons is regulated by the llbB gene
products and contains the ilaU and ilbC operons, but the
gene products from these operons are not necessary for the
expression of any other operons.

The third class of operons

contains the llbA, llaQ, llaD, llaN, llaB and llaA operons.
These operons all require the llbB operon gene products for
expression of their gene products which in turn are neces
sary for transcription of two other classes of operons.
The llaZ operon is the fourth class of operons and requires
the gene products from the class 1 and 3 operons.

The llaZ

operon gene products are necessary for expression of a
sixth class of operons, the bag operon.

The fifth class of

operons, the mocha and llaS, also require class 1 and 3
operons, but do not regulate any other operons (Komeda,
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1982 ) .

The regulation cascade enables the bacteria to be

efficient, shutting off flagellar synthesis if defective coni”
ponents are produced.
It can be seen from this brief review that there are
many areas in the study of flagella that need further inves
tigation and clarification.

Isolation of the basal bodies

and separation of subunits on gel electrophoresis have
revealed a number of proteins for which no gene correlations
have been made.

Most of the basal body components have

structural genes that are located in region I at 23 min.
The roles of some of the genes in region I are known, but
for many others the roles are ambigous.

Functional assign

ments for morphological features on the basal body have not
been verified.

Only inferences have been made by examining

the location of these features in relationship to bacterial
membranes.

Further genetic analysis of flagella might prove

useful in elucidating functional and genetic information.
In this dissertation, I report the successful isolation
of a mutant with a novel phenotype.

I studied the behavior

of this mutant with regard to chemotaxis and motility.

In

order to genetically analyze the c.heG mutation, a TnlH ele
ment was inserted next to the mutation for use as a marker
in genetic crosses.

Conjugational and transductional anal

yses were used to map the location of the mutation.

Rever-

tants of the mutant were also studied to determine inter-
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actions with other genes.

2.
2.1.

Materials and Methods

Strains

The strains of
listed in Table 2.

lyphimuLLuaj used in this study are
The transducing phage (supplied by J.

Roth) was a P22 variant that was ini

[defective in integra

tion and stable lysogeny (Smith and Levine, 1967)] and HT
[higher frequency of host chromosome packaging by phage
(Schmeiger, 1971)].
2.2.

Media and Buffers

Luria-Bertani broth (Davis et al . , 1 980) and nutrient
broth, composed of 0.8 % nutrient broth (Difco Laboratories,
Detroit, MI), 0.5% NaCl and supplemented with 0.13 pM
thymine were used as rich media.

Unless otherwise specified,

the nutrient broth mentioned in the text refers to nutrient
broth supplemented with thymine.

Vogel and Bonner citrate

medium (Vogel and Bonner, 1956) supplemented with \% (wt/vol)
glycerol (medium E glycerol) or 0.7% (wt/vol) glucose
(medium E glucose) was routinely used as a minimal medium.
In matings using TnlH directed Hfr strains, 2% (wt/vol)
glucose (medium E glucose) was used.

To select for growth

on lactose as the sole carbon source, citrate-free medium E
(Berkowitz et al. , 1 968) supplemented with 0.2% (wt/vol)
lactose was used.

Various types of agar were made by adding

1.5% Bacto-Agar (Difco) to the different liquid media.
32
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Table 2
Strains of &. ijiLjiliiaiuiiiun]
Strain

Relevant genotype

a
Source" or
ref er enc e

LT2

Wild type

N. Zinder via B. Ames
and D . Koshi and

ST1

Wild type (selected)
for serine chemotaxis
LT2)

Aswad and Koshland,
1 975

ST2 3

ST1 bis.Eazafi thyAiaai

Aswad and Koshland,
1975

ST1 07

ST23 dtlfiRaZ

Aswad and Koshland,
1975

ST1 08

ST23 dtiesaa

Springer and Koshland,
1977

ST1 20

ST23 ahfcCZa

Aswad and Koshland,
1975

ST1 71

ST23 dtieZZZL

Aswad and Koshland,
1 975

ST384

ST23 leu

D. Koshland

ST1038

ST2 3 c.ti£E

Springer and Koshland,
1977

SL 2 516

SL4213 (LtlfiYiaZ

Collins and Stocker,
1976

SL4041

dtieBlll InpAa h.is.C5.2Z

Vary and Stocker 1973,

LB4519

HfrK4 £i£LAia tbLziZ

L. Bu11 as

LBS 0 0 0

+

rLT mLT

+

rSA mSA

rSB mSB + meiA22
meiEaai ir.pD2 iiit-Aa2

Bullas and Ryu, 1983
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Table 2 (continued)
Relevant genotype

Strain

Source"a or
ref er enc e

SU41 8

HfrB2 P22+

L. Bu11 as

SL488

A(IlaEI-ilaEy)

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW1363

A(llaEIY-ilaW)

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW1518

A(llaEYll-ilall)

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW1444

s jw11o 3b iiaiYi2aEa

SJW1378

SJW1103 £.laEY112.E2&

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW1469

SJW1103 IlaEYlI12iaa

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW2244

SJW1103 llaEIX ts

S. Yamaguchi via
R . Macnab

SJW2238

SJW1103 llaEIX ts

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW1437

SJW1103 £laEX2aifi

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW2177

SJW1103 f.laW242E

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

SJW2172

SJW1103 ilaU24Q.2

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

TR5654

nps.L thLA2.

Davis et al., 1980

TR 5 6 5 5

Lps.L

Davis et al., 1980

TR5656
TR5657

S. Yamaguchi via
R. Macnab

Dav is et al., 1980
Lps.L pulEE

Davis et al.

>

1980
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Table 2 (continued)
Relevant genotype

Strain

Source"a or
r ef er enc e
Davis et al .

1 980

Dav i s et al .

1980

lp&L pyLEiaS

Dav is et al .

1980

TR5661

npiS-L anaCS

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5662

Lp&L liiaQ12.42. tiia-ZZaa

Dav i s et al .

1 980

TR5663

npaL puLE14a

Davis et al .

1980

TR5664

npaL

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5665

LpaL cy.s.C£ia

Davis et al .

1980

TR5666

upaL

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5667

L&aL

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5668

LP&L

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5669

npaL

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5670

LpaL metAaa

Dav i s et al .

1980

TR5671

LpaL

Davis et al .

1980

TT6 2 7

LpaL pyLCZ/F t tsl 1 4
Lac + 2zf.-2.il: :Tnl2

Chuml ey et al . , 197 9

TT6 2 8

E.PS.L pytCZ/F * t s 11 4
lac + ZzL-lL::TnlQ

Chuml ey et al . , 1979

TT6 2 9

LpaL P^lCZ/F’ ts 11 4
lac + Zzf-22::Tnia

Chumley et al ., 1979

TT5 21

npaL aLlz.222::TnlQ
LacAl

J. Roth

TR5658

LPS.L

TR5659

LpiSiL

TR5660

punBlS.
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Table 2 (continued)
Source"a or
ref er enc e

Relevant genotype

Strain

TT3266

S-LlrZll: :Tnfi

J. Ryu

LfiaM
Tnltt pool

TnlH

B. Ames

TnlH pool

TnlH

J. Roth

BT4 0

ST2 3 dtifcGaaa

Ni trosoguanidine
mu tagenesis,
selection for CheG"

BT41

BT40 zcd-2.5.^1: :TnlR
(10% linked to chfcG)
C.tl£G +

P22 (TnlH pool Roth)
x BT40r, selection,
for Tetfi1 CheG+

BT42

BT40 Z£d-2&51::TnlH

P22 (BT41) x BT40,
selection for Tetr

BT43

ST23 cibfiGSLim
zcd-2L^5.1: :Tnld

P22 (BT42) x ST23,
s el ec t i on f or
Tetr CheG+

BT45

TR5658 zcdzZ&ai::Tnlfl

P22 (BT43) x TR5658,
selection for Tetr

BT46

ST23 zdd-2^1: :Tnld

P22 (BT45 ) x ST23 ,
s el ec tion for
Tetr Pyr"

BT200

LB 4 519 dbeG^ail
ZCdrZ^Sl::Tnia

P 2 2 (BT43) x LB4519,
selection for
Tetr CheG"

BT201

BT43 Hfr

TT627 x BT43 2,
s elec tion for
Hfr Lac

BT202

BT43 Hfr

TT628 x BT43,
selec tion for
Hfr Lac
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Table 2 (continued)
Strain

Relevant genotype

Source"a or
ref er enc e

BT203

BT43 Hfr

TT6 29 x BT43
selection for
Hfr Lac

BT204

SL488
UZnCl

BT205

SJW1363 zcdz2551::TnlH

P22 (BT43) x SJW1 363,
selection for Tetr

BT206

SJW1363 ZQd-2551::Tnlfl
pynCl

P22 (BT46) x SJW1 363,
selection for
Tetr Pyr"

BT207

SJW1518 zcdnZ&ai::TnlH

P22 (BT43) x SJW1518,
selection for Tetr

BT208

ST23 zed-2.^51: :Tn111 pynCl
A( HaEl-LlaEY)

P22 (BT204) x ST23,
s el ec t i on f or _
Tetr Pyr” Fla"

BT209

ST23 ZQd-2££l::Tnia pytCl
A(ilaElY-LlaW)

P 2 2 (BT206 ) x ST23,
s el ec t i on f or _
Tetr Pyr" Fla"

BT210

ST23 zad-ZEEl::TnlH
A(IlaEYll-ilaU)

P22 (BT207 ) x ST23,
s elec tion for
Tetr Fla"

BT211

SJW2244 ZQdzZ^l: :Tnlfl

P 2 2 (BT43) x SJW2244,
selec tion for Tetr

BT21 2

S JW 2 2 3 8 zed-::TnId

P22 (BT43) x SJW2238 ,
selection for Tetr

BT213

SJW1 4 6 9 zadrdddl::Tnld

P 2 2 (BT43) x SJW1 469,
selec tion for Tetr

BT214

SJW1437 zadndddl::Tnld

P22 (BT43) x SJW1 437,
selection for Tetr

:TnlH

P22 (BT46) x SL488,
s el ec tion for
Tetr Pyr”
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Table 2 (continued)
Strain

Relevant genotype

Source”a or
ref er enc e

BT21 5

SJW2177 acd-^l: :TnlQ

P22 (BT43) x SJW2177,
selection for Tetr

BT217

SJW2172 Z£dz.2.5.&l: :TnlU

P22 (BT43) x SJW2172 ,
selection for Tetr

BT21 8

SJW1 378 zcd-2^1: :TnlH

P22 (BT43) x SJW1 378 ,
selection for Tetr

BT219

SJW1 444 zcd-2551 : :TnljQ.

P22 (BT43) x SJW1444,
selection for Tetr

BT222

ST23 zcdzZ^l: :Tnin

IlaElX t s

P22 (BT211) x ST23,
selection for
Tetr Fla"

BT223

ST23 zcdr2^1: :TnlH
ilaEIX t s

P22 (BT212) x ST23,
s el ec tion for
Tetr Fla"

BT224

ST23 zcd-2^1: iTnlH
ilaEYHIZldE

P22 (BT213) x ST23,
selection for
Tetr Fla"

BT225

ST23 ZQd-2551::Tnlfl
IlaEX2nifi

P22 (BT214) x ST23,
selection for
Tetr Fla"

BT228

BT2 2 5 aE.lz.211: :Tn5. LfiaAl

P22 (TT3266) x BT225 ,
s elec tion for
Kanr Rec

BT216

TR5659 aLlz.2d2: :Tnld
L£CLA1

P 2 2 (TT521 ) x TR5659 ,
s elec tion for
Tetr Rec"

BT229

BT224 aE.lz.211: :TnS. LaaAl

P22 (TT3266 ) x BT224 ,
s elec tion for
Kanr Rec"

BT230

BT2 2 2 aE.lz.211: : Tn 5. LficAl

P 2 2 (TT3266) x BT222 ,
s elec tion for
Kanr Rec"
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Table 2 (continued)
Strain

Source"a or
r ef er enc e

Relevant genotype

BT231

BT223 JLLlzZll: :Tn£ LfifcAl

P 2 2 ( TT3 26 6 ) x BT223 ,
s elec tion for
Kanr Rec”

BT25 0C

BT40 Tetr CheG+

P22 (TnlQ. pool Ames)
x BT40, selection
for Tetr CheG+

BT2 51c

BT40 Tetr CheG+

P22 (TnlQ. pool Ames)
x BT40, s elec tion
for Tetr CheG+

BT252

BT40 zzz-2.5.i2: : Tnlll

P22 (BT250) x BT40
selection for Tet i?

BT253

BT40 zzzz.25.ii::TnlH

P22 (BT251 ) x BT40 i*
selection for Tet

BT254

BT4Q zzzz2i5.2: :Tnlll
SLCg°

P 22 (BT250 ) X BT40,
selec tion for
Tetr pseudo-CheG

BT255

BT4Q zzzziiii ;Tnin
s.cga

P22 (BT251 ) x BT40 ,
s elec tion for
Tetr pseudo-CheG+

a Crosses were listed as (donor) x recipient, Most
of the crosses were P22-mediated transductions, except for
the three that used TT627, TT628 and TT629 as donors which
were F' conjugations.
cSJW1103 is Hlzl AH2 (Fujita et al ., 1981).
cThe phenotype of these strains was listed because the
genotype was unknown.
dacg is a suppressor mutation of cbeG
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Green plates (Chan et al . , 1972 ) were used to detect phage
contamination in bacteria.

Bochner plates (Bochner et al • »

1980) were used for selection of tetracyline sensitive bac
teria from strains of tetracycline resistant organisms.
Tryptone semisoft plates were composed of 1.3% tryptone
(Difco), 0.7% NaCl and 0.35% Bacto-Agar (Difco) (Armstrong
et al. , 1 967 ).

More recently, the tryptone semisoft agar

used contained 1% tryptone, 0.5% NaCl and 0.25% Bacto-Agar.
Top agar, used for titering phage, contained 0.75% BactoAgar, 0.8% NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2.
were supplemented with:

When required, the media

ethylene glycol bis-(B-aminoethyl

ether) N,N,N’,N’,-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 1 mM; tetracycline hydrochloride, 25 pg/ml; streptomycin sulfate,
600 pg/ml; kanamycin sulfate, 35 pg/ml; rifampicin 100 pg/ml;
nalixidic acid, 4 pg/ml (Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals,
Indianapolis, IN); adenine, 0.19 pM; cysteine hydrochloride,
0.16 pM; histidine, 0.16 pM; isoleucine, 0.19 pM; leucine,
0.19 pM; methionine, 0.17 pM; phenylalanine, 0.16 pM; pro
line, 0.22 pM; serine, 0.24 pM; thiamine, 1.5 nM; thymine,
0.13 pM; threonine

0.21 pM; tryptophan, 0.12 pM; uracil,

0.22 pM; valine, 0.21 pM.

All chemicals used were analyt-

ical grade and were purchased from Sigma Chemical Company,
St. Louis, MO, unless otherwise specified.
Tethering buffer, pH 7.0, was similar to the motility
medium described by Block et al. (1983), but was supple-
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mented with 1 mM MgSC>4, l mM (1SIH4)2S04, 0.16 pM histidine
and 1.3 pM methionine.

Dilution buffer B, pH 7.0, used

for serial dilutions of bacteria and phage, consisted of
22 mM KH2P04, 26 mM Na2HP04, 0.1 M NaCl and 0.8 mM MgS04.
Chemotaxis buffer included:

1 mM MgS04; 1 mM (NH4)2S04;

0.1 mM K-EDTA (ethy1enedinitri1o)-tetraacetic acid,
dipotassium salt, (MCE, Norwood, OH); 10 mM K-P04 buffer,
pH 7.0; and 10 mM sodium lactate.
2.3.

N-Methyl-N1-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine Mutagenesis
ST23 was grown in nutrient broth to an optical density

of 0.4 and centrifuged in a Sorvall RC-2B or RC-5B centri
fuge (5860 x g for 30 min, SS-34 rotor) at room temperature.
Optical density was measured on a Hitachi spectrophotometer
(model 100-20) at a wavelength of 600 nm, unless otherwise
specified .

The cells were resuspended in 0.1 M Tr i s’HCl ,

pH 7.0, and a 1 ml sample was removed for the control,

Six

milligrams of N-Methy1-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (Aldrich
Chemical Company, Milwaukee, WI) was initially dissolved in
1 ml dimethyl sulfoxide, and diluted to 1 mg/ml with 0.1 M
Tr i s ‘HCl , pH 7.0.

The nitrosoguanidine solution was added

to the bacterial cultures at a final concentration of 0.005%.
The cel 1-nitrosoguanidine mixture was incubated at 37°C for
30 min, and 0.8 ml of the mutagenized cells and 0.8 ml of the
control cells were each centrifuged (15,600 x g) in an Eppendorf centrifuge (model 5414) and washed twice.

The bacterial
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pellets were resuspended in 0.1 M Tris'HCl, pH 7.0.

A 0.1 ml

aliquot from both suspensions was serially diluted and plated
on nutrient agar to measure the viability of the mutagenized
cu1tu re .

A 0.6 ml portion of each suspension was added to

5 ml of nutrient broth and grown overnight at 37°C.

The

overnight cultures were serially diluted, plated on nutrient
agar with and without rifampicin or nalixidic acid and incu
bated for 48 h at 37°C.

The frequency of mutants resistant

to each antibiotic was determined and used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the mutagenesis.
2.4.

Mutant Selection
A 1% to 5% continous glycerol gradient (final volume

of 10 ml) in Vogel and Bonner citrate medium (medium E) sup
plemented with thymine and histidine was formed in a sterile
18 mm x 150 mm test tube using an Isco gradient maker (model
570 ) .

The syringes and the accessory tubing of the gradient

maker were gas sterilized to prevent contamination of the
gradients.

The mutagenized culture was grown in medium E

glycerol with thymine and histidine to an optical density of
0.4 and diluted 20 fold.

A 200 pi sample of bacteria was

removed from the diluted culture and mixed gently with 75 pi
of 50% glycerol.

A graduated pasteur pipet (Fisher

Scientific borosilicate pasteur pipet, calibrated by the
author) was used to layer 100 pi of the mixture in the
bottom of the test tube without disturbing the gradient.
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The gradient was incubated at 30°C for 12 to 14 h, at which
time a bacterial band was observed migrating toward the top
of the gradient.

A sterile pasteur pipet was used to

recover 100 pi of cells from the bottom of the tube, and the
bacteria were placed in medium E glycerol containing thymine
and histidine.

The cells were grown overnight at 30°C.

The selection process was repeated four times to increase
the ratio of mutants to wild-type cells.
The cells recovered from the bottom of the final gra
dient were grown overnight at 37°C in nutrient broth, plated
on nutrient agar and incubated at 37°C for 24 h.

Individual

colonies were inoculated in nutrient broth and grown overnight to an optical density of 0.6 to 0.8.

The moti1ity of

the cultures was checked the next day and tested for banding
around air bubbles using the cover glass assay.

In the assay,

a drop of bacterial culture was placed on a clean microscope
slide and a cover glass was placed on the drop, usually trap
ping one or more air bubbles,

After incubation at room tern-

perature for 8 min, the bacteria were observed at a magnification of x40 with a Leitz Dialux trinocular microscope
(PL2.5 objective, x!6 eyepiece) to see if bacteria had formed
bands around the air bubbles.

Cultures that did not form

bands were most likely mutants that were deficient in aerotaxis, chemotaxis or motility.

Cultures with negative

responses were reassayed to verify the results.
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2.5.

Analysis of Motility, Speed and Wobble
Bacteria were grown in nutrient broth at 30°C to an

optical density of 0.2 to 0.4.

The cells were then diluted

in nutrient broth to an optical density of 0.05.

For anal-

ysis of motility, the cells were allowed to adapt to the new
conditions for one hour.

For measurements of speed and

wobble during swimming, the bacteria were analyzed soon after
dilution.

Bacteria were observed at a magnification of x500

or x800 using a Leitz Dialux trinoclar microscope and an
objective with a long working distance (UMK50 or L32).

The

microscope was fitted with interchangeable photographic
(Nikkormat ELW) or video equipment (camera, Sanyo model
VC3300X1; recorder, Panasonic model NV-8950; monitor,
Hitachi model VM-172).
The photographic analysis of motility was performed
using a modification of the procedure of Macnab and
Koshland (1972).

Kodak recording film 2475 was exposed for

1 s using continous illumination from a stroboscopic light
source (Strobex model 136) in the modeling mode.

The film

was processed according to the manufacturer’s recommendation
for low contrast subjects using Kodak HC-110 Developer Dilu

tion B.

The fraction of tumbling cells was determined as

the as the ratio of tracks with abrupt changes in direction
to the total number of tracks.
For the measurement of the speed of swimming bacteria,
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Kodak film 2475 was exposed for 2 s with a 2 hz stroboscopic
illumination.

The processed film was projected and motile

bacteria appeared as a series of rod shaped tracks.

The

speed of a cell was determined from the equation:
S = (D/N) (Hz) (C)
Where S was the speed of the cell in pm/sec, D was the dis
tance in centimeters that the bacterium advanced during the
exposure, N was the number of images in a track used for a
single distance measurement, Hz was the flashes per second of
the stroboscopic lamp and C was a constant that included the
magnification factor and the factor (10,000) for converting
centimeters to micrometers.

The mean speed was calculated

for ST23 and BT40, and the values were statistically
analyzed by the Student’s T-test.
Wobble in the projected tracks was defined as deviation
of the longitudinal axis of the images by 25° or more from a
line drawn through the projected images, specifying the
direction that the bacterium was swimming.

The frequencies

of wobbling cells for BT40 and ST23 were analyzed by Chisquare analysis to determine if the probability of the cal
culated differences was valid.
2.6.

Temporal Assay
The temporal chemotaxis assay was a modification of

the tumbling frequency assay of Spudich and Koshland (1975).
Cells were grown at 30°C to an optical density of 0.2 in
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medium E glycerol containing thymine and histidine.

The

cultures were diluted in the same medium to an optical density
of 0.05 and allowed to adapt to the new conditions for one
hour .

An 8 pi aliquot of cells was placed on a precleaned

mircoscope slide, then 2 pi of an attractant (ribose, aspartate
or serine dissolved in medium E glycerol supplemented with
thymine and histidine) was added and mixed well.

The attrac

tant concentrations selected elicited 30 s to 40 s responses
in the parental strain, ST23.

The cells were magnified x500

and Kodak recording film 2475 was exposed for 1 s using
illumination from the stroboscopic light source in modeling
mode.

The bacteria were photographed before addition of

attractants, and at 5 s intervals thereafter.

The processed

film was projected and the percent of tumbling cells in each
frame was recorded (see section 2.5.).

Foreign particles

and nonmotile cells were excluded from the analysis.

The

results were graphed and the end of the response was deter
mined by the return of the tumbling frequency to near the
prestimulus levels or to a new base line.
2.7.

Capillary Assay
A modification of the Pfeffer capillary assay was used

(Adler, 1973; Futrelle and Berg, 1972).

The cells were grown

to an optical density of 0.1 at 30°C in medium E glycerol
supplemented with thymine and histidine.

The concentrations

for various attractants that caused maximal accumulation of
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bacteria in capillaries, in studies by Mesibov and Adler
(1972), were selected as the attractant concentrations.
Capillaries (1 pi Drummond microcaps) were placed in beakers
containing attractant dissolved in medium E glycerol supplemented with thymine and histidine.

One end of the capil-

laries was heat sealed and fluid was drawn into the capil
laries as they cooled.

Control capillaries contained medium

E glycerol supplemented with thymine and histidine, but no
attractant.

Six hundred microliters of cells were placed in

open ended glass tubes (6 mm inner diameter x 38 mm height)
with perforated rubber closures at one end (glass tubes and
closures were supplied with Drummond microcaps).

The open

ends of the capillaries were inserted through the perforated
rubber closure into the glass tubes (approximately 2 mm into
the cell suspension) and incubated at 30°C for 1 h.

After

the capillaries were carefully removed from the glass tube,
the sealed ends were broken and the contents of the capil
laries were deposited in 5 ml of sterile saline.

Serial dilu

tions were plated on nutrient agar, incubated at 37°C for
24 h and the number of colonies counted.
2.8.

Tethered Cell Assay
Bacteria were tethered by the procedure described by

Block et al . ( 1 9 82).

Flow cells were designed in Dr. Howard

Berg’s laboratory at the California Institute of Technology.
Flow cell circular coverslips (12 mm diameter, #1 thickness,
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Fisher Scientific) were cleaned by first soaking them in
acetone for 10 min with minimal stirring.

The acetone was

decanted and the coverslips were immersed in 95% ethanol
for 10 min.

The coverslips were rinsed thoroughly with

distilled water to remove trace amounts of ethanol or ace
tone, and enough concentrated nitric acid was added to the
container to cover the coverslip.

Then the container was

placed in a water bath, and heated at 60°C for 1 h.

The

nitric acid was decanted and the glassware was rinsed thoroughly with distilled water.

The coverslips were stored

in distilled water until they were used.
Cells were grown in nutrient broth to an optical density
of 0.6 at 30°C.

A 20 ml sample of culture was centrifuged

(7650 x g for 10 min, SS-34 rotor) at room temperature.

The

pellet was washed twice and resuspended in 20 ml tethering
buffer.

The resuspended cells were blended in a Waring

blender with an Eberbach container (model 8580) for 45 s at
low speed to shorten the flagellar filaments,

In order to

remove fragments of filaments, and to prevent regrowth of the
filaments, the cells were centrifuged (7650 x g for 10 min,
SS-34 rotor) at room temperature and washed twice in 20 ml
of tethering buffer containing 200 Mg/ml of chloramphenicol.
The cells were diluted to an optical density of 0.2 with the
same buffer solution.

A 500 Ml aliquot of cell suspension

was placed in a sterile microcentrifuge tube and 5 pi of
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antif1agel1in antibody, specific for phase 2 flagellin (from
D. E. Koshland Jr.), was added to the tube and mixed gently.
Clean coverslips were blotted dry with tissue paper (Kimwipe)
and 15 pi of the mixture was placed on each coverslip.

The

coverslips were placed in a humidified chamber (150 mm x 15 mm
petri dishes, VWR) and incubated for 1 h at room temperature
to allow adsorbtion of the antibodies to the coverslips.
Polypropylene tubing (#6 gauge) was used to connect
the input stem of the flow cell to a beaker containing
tethering buffer and chloramphenicol (200 pg/ml).

The out

let was connected to a three way valve using similar tubing.
A syringe, acting as a surge dampener, was attached to the
second port on the valve and the last port was connected to
an LKB peristaltic pump (model 2132).

The tubes were primed

with the buffer and the central chamber was filled with
fluid .

A thin layer of L grease (Apiezon) was applied to the

edges of the central chamber and the coverslip with the tethered cells was attached to the flow cell.

Buffer was drawn

through the flow cell by the peristaltic pump at a speed of
10 ml/h to remove cells that were not tethered to the coverslip.
Tethered cells were observed at a magnification of x500
in the Leitz Dialux trinocular microscope and videotaped.
A video time-number generator (fabricated by the California
Institute of Technology to the specifications of H. Berg)
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assigned a number and an elapsed time to each frame of the
videotape.

The frames were analyzed by the method of Kihara

and Macnab (1981).

Tethered cells on a frame selected at

random were analyzed by advancing the tape one frame ahead
and observing the direction of rotation of each cell,

The

direction of rotation of the cells under standard notation
(looking from the tip of the flagella to the cell body)
corresponded to the opposite direction of rotation for the
flagellar motors.

This procedure gave an ensemble average

for flagellar motors in clockwise rotation.
2.9.

Methylation of Transducing Proteins
The method of Springer et al. (1977) was used with

minor modifications to analyze methylation of the transdueing proteins.

Cells were grown overnight to an opti-

cal density of 0.4 in 15 ml of medium E glycerol supple
mented with thymine and histidine.

The cultures were centri

fuged (7650 x g for 10 min, SS-34 rotor) at room temperature,
washed twice and the pellet resuspended each time in 9 ml
of chemotaxis buffer.

Chloramphenicol was added at a final

concentration of 200 pg/ml and the washed cells were
incubated for 5 min at 30°C.

Eighty microcuries of L-

[methy1-3H]-methionine (20 Ci/mM, 1 mCi/ml; Du Pont NEN Research

Products, Boston, MA) was added to the test tube to give a
final concentration of 0.18 pM and the mixture was incubated
at 30°C for 30 min.

The suspension was divided equally
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between two test tubes.

Fifty microliters of chemotaxis buf

fer was added to the control tube, and 50 pi of 0.5 M attractant in chemotaxis buffer was added to the experimental tube
(final concentration of 5 mM).
at room temperature for 30 min.

The two tubes were incubated
Forty microliters of for

maldehyde (J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phi 11ipsburg , NJ) was
added to each sample to stop the reaction and the samples
were chilled on ice.

The mixtures were centrifuged (7650 x

g for 10 min, SS-34 rotor) at 4°C, and 200 pi of sodium dodecyl sulfate sample buffer (Laemmli, 1970) diluted 1:1 with
HgO, were added to the pellet.

Protein concentrations of the

samples were determined by the procedure of Lowry et al.
(1951 ) .

Solutions with varying concentrations of bovine

serum albumin were used to obtain a standard curve.
Samples were run on discontinous sodium dodecyl sul
fate (SDS) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis following
the procedure of Laemmli (1970).

The separation gel had

a final gel concentration of 11% and the stacking gel had
a final gel concentration of 5%.

After electrophoresis,

the gel was stained with Coomasie blue and destained by the
technique of Weber and Osborn (1969).

After the gel was

destained, it was soaked in EN^HANCE (Du Pont NEN Research
Products) for one hour, and then immersed in deionized water
for 30 to 45 min.

The gel was covered with Saran Wrap and

dried on a gel dryer (Bio-Rad model 224) for 6 h.

The gel
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was incubated in a cassette with preflashed Kodak X-ray film
(XAR-5) for 3 days at -80°C.

Developed film was scanned

with a spectrophotometer (Beckman DU-8), equipped with a
gel scanner, at 550 nm to determine the methylation levels
of transducing proteins.
2.10.

Electron Microscopic Examination of Flagellated

Bacteria
Standard 200 mesh copper grids (Ted Pella, Inc.) were
used for the electron microscopy.

The grids were coated with

polyvinyl formol (Formvar), and both carbon stabilized and
non-carbon stabilized grids were utilized.

Cells were grown

in 5 ml of nutrient broth to mid-exponential phase (optical
density of 0.2-0.5), centrifuged ( 7650 x g for 10 min, SS-34
rotor) at room temperature, and resuspended in one tenth
volume of distilled water.

Half of the samples were fixed

with equal volumes of 5% g1utaraldehyde in 0.2 M sodium
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 (final concentration of 2.5%
glutaraldehyde).
on two grids.

Drops from each fixed sample were placed

The grids were blotted with Whatman blotter

paper after 30 s, and a drop of water was added immediately
to each grid to wash off the buffer and again blotted.

A

drop of 1% phosphotungstic acid was added to one grid, and
a drop of 0.5% uranyl acetate was added to the other grid.
Both were removed after 30 s.

The samples that were not

fixed were treated the same way, except that the water wash
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step was omitted.
2.11 .

Transductions with Phage P22

A modification of the method of generalized transduction
described by Davis et al . ( 1 980) was used,

Donor bacterial

strains were grown in 10 ml of L broth at 37°C to an optical
density of 0.2-0.5 .

Calcium chloride (1 M) was added to the

cells to a final concentration of 10 mM.

Phage P22, grown on

STl (titer of 1 .8 x 10U ), was added to cells at a multiplic
ity of infection of 0.1, and incubated with strong aeration
for 2 to 3 h.

Bacterial cells and cellular debris were

removed by low-speed centrifugation (7650 x g for 10 min,
SS-34 rotor) at 4°C, and the supernatant was poured into a
25 ml bottle containing 100 pi of chloroform and vortexed.
The lysate was allowed to sit at room temperature for several
hours or overnight to enhance cell killing by chloroform.
The phage lysate was titered as follows.

The plating

culture, ST23, was grown at 37°C in L broth supplemented
with thymine to an optical density of 0.4.

The phage solu

tion was serially diluted with dilution buffer B and 100 pi
of diluted phage was mixed with 500 pi of ST23 (incubation
of the phage-cell mixture for 12 to 15 min at 37°C was
optional for P22 phage).

TVvo and one half milliliters of

top agar at 47°C, containing 10 mM CaClg, was added to the
mixture, vortexed thoroughly, poured on L agar plates and
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incubated at 37°C for 24 h.

Three different dilutions were
plated for each phage culture (10 , 10
and 10 -8 ).
For the transductional cross, the recipient strain was
grown in L broth at 37°C to an optical density of 0.4.

One

milliliter of cells was added to a tube containing 10 pi of
1 M Ca Cl 2 .

P22 phage was added to the cells at a multiplicity

of infection of 1

and the transduction mixture was incubated

at 37°C for 10 to 12 min without agitation,

One hundred

microliters of the transduction mixture was plated on selection
plates containing EGTA and incubated for 24 h at 37°C.

Con

trol plates were prepared by plating 100 pi of the recipient
strain and the P22 phage on separate plates.
To obtain phage free colonies, transductants were
streaked on green plates supplemented with EGTA.

Light green

colonies were free of phage contamination or were stable
lysogens.

Dark colonies were contaminated with phage and

were discarded.
2.12.

Continous Conjugation
Continous conjugations were performed by the method of

Miller (1972) with the following modifications,

The donor

strain (HfrK4 TnlH) and the recipient strain (LB5000) were
grown in nutrient broth to an optical density of 0.2 at 37°C,
with minimal agitation for the donor strain,

The donor was

mixed with the recipient at a ratio of 1 to 10 and incubated
for 2 h at 37°Cwith very gentle shaking.

The conjugational
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mixture was diluted serially and plated on selection plates
(medium E glycerol agar supplemented with the appropriate
auxotrophic requirements).

The donor and recipient strains

were plated separately on control plates.

All plates were

incubated at 37°C for 48 h and the colonies were counted
to determine the gradient of transmission of selected markers.
2.13.

Interrupted (Conjugation
The procedure is a modification of that described by

Miller (1972).

One hundred milliliters of the donor strain

(HfrK4) was grown in nutrient broth to an optical density of
0.2 with minimal or no agitation,

The recipient was grown

in 400 ml of nutrient broth to an optical density of 0.2 with
agitation.

A 35 ml portion of the donor culture was mixed

with 350 ml of recipient.

A 17 ml sample was removed immedi

ately and at 5 min intervals thereafter.

Each sample was

blended at high speed in a Waring blendor with an Eberbach
container (model 8580) for 30 s.

The blended mixture was

allowed to sit for 20 s to allow the foam produced by
blending to settle, and a 1 ml sample was centrifuged (15,600
x g for 2 min) using an Eppendorf centrifuge (model 5414).
The pellet was saved and resuspended in 1 ml of sterile
saline solu tion .

The conjugational mixture was plated on

medium E glycerol agar with the appropriate auxotrophic
requirements and incubated at 37°C for 48 h.

Recomb inant

colonies on the plates were counted and the data was graphed
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to determine the time of entry of marker.

Separate controls

were run for the donor and recipient strains.
2.14.

TnlH Directed Hfr Formation
F'tslM

plasmids were integrated at the class I TnlQ.

insertion site to form Hfr strains that were later used in
matings with auxotrophic strains to map the location of the
TnlH element and chfiG (Chumley et al., 1 979; Davis et al. ,
1980; Lawton and Taber, 1984).

F,tsll4 lac plasmids carrying

a TnlH insertion were transferred from strains TT627, TT628
and TT629 into the recipient strain BT40.

The donor and recip-

ient strains were grown in nutrient broth at 30°C (nonrestrictive temperature for the plasmid) to an optical density of 0.4.
Lac

conjugants were selected at 30 C by cross streaking

the donor and the recipient on citrate-free medium E lactose
plates supplemented with thymine and histidine as required
by the recipient, but no uracil, as required by the donor.
Control plates were made by streaking the donor and recipient
strains separately on the plates made from the same medium.
Merodiploids were purified by streaking for single colonies
on the same selective medium.
Merodiploids were grown overnight in citrate-free medium
E containing lactose supplemented with thymine and histidine,
diluted 10“3 in the same media and then grown at 42°C for
48 h.

Incubation at 42°C prevented replication of the tem

perature sensitive F’

ts 11 4 lac plasmid, selecting for cells
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that retained the plasmid by integration into the chromosome
at the homologous TnlH insertion site.

The cultures were

plated on citrate-free medium E lactose agar supplemented
with thymine and histidine and grown overnight at 42°C.

Hfr

donor colonies were purified by streaking on the same plates
and incubating at 42°C for 24 h.
The origins of the Hfr donor strains (BT201, BT202 and
BT203) were determined by transfer of auxotrophic markers
located throughout the S. iyptLimuiLium chromosome.

The donors

were grown for 48 h in citrate-free medium E lactose supple-

mented with thymine and histidine, diluted 10 -1 in nu trient
broth and incubated with minimal agitation at 37°C for 2
to 3 h prior to mating.

The recipient strains were grown
overnight at 37°C in nutrient broth, diluted 10 -1 i ncu bated for 2 to 3 h.

For conjugation, 0.5 ml of each recip

ient strain was mixed with an equal volume of donor strain
and 100 pi was plated on medium E glucose (2% wt/vol) plates.
After incubation for 48 h at 37°C, plates were examined for
recombinants to determine which markers had been transferred
and thus elucidate the origin of transfer.
2.15.

Analysis of Reversion Frequency
Cells were grown in L broth at 37°C to an optical den

sity of 0.4-0.8 (at 510 nm).

Cells were diluted 10-2 and

mixed thoroughly with molten (50°C) tryptone semisoft agar
(0.52% agar) supplemented with thymine.

The agar was
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allowed to harden for two hour and incubated at 30°C for
15-20 h.
agar

BT40 colonies appeared as tight pinpoints in the

whereas, ST23 and revertant colonies were approximately

1 mm in diameter and were readily distinguishable from BT40
colonies.

3.
3.1 .

Results

Isolation of the Mutant

3.1.1.

Mutagenesis

N-methy1-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (nitrosoguanidine)
was selected as the mutagen because it induces a high
frequency of mutations at low concentrations (Miller, 1972).
It primarily causes base substitutions, although deletions
have been reported.

The major drawback to the use of

nitrosoguanidine as a mutagen is that it causes a high
frequency of double mutations and this possibility has to
be kept in mind when analyzing mutants generated by nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis.
To determine the optimal concentration for the
mutagenesis, ST23 was exposed to 3 different concentrations
of nitrosoguanidine:

10 pg/ml, 25 pg/ml and 50 pg/ml.

A

viability curve was obtained for each concentration (Fig.
3a) .

For further studies, a nitrosoguanidine concentration

of 50 pg/ml was selected.

The cells were tested for resistance

to nalidixic acid and rifampicin after exposure to 50 pg/ml
of nitrosoguanidine for varying periods of time.

Although

the number of antibiotic resistant colonies was slightly
higher for the 40 min exposure versus the 30 min exposure
(Fig. 3b), a 30 min exposure was selected because the
cultures had better viability.

The frequency of nalixidic

acid resistant mutants and of rifampicin resistant mutants
59
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Fig. 3 .
ST23 .

Ni trosoguan id i ne mutagenesis of

typtLimuLium

(A) Viability curve of cells exposed to nitrosoguani-

dine at a concentration of 10 Mg/ml (A), 25 ping/ml (£» and 50
Mg/ml (O) •

Cells were grown to mid-exponential phase in

nutrient broth, mutagenized, serially diluted and plated on

nutrient agar .

(B) Cells were mutagenized with 50 Mg/ml of

nitrosoguanidine , grown overnight to approximately
2x10 8 cells/ml and plated on rifampicin (A) (100 Mg/ml) and
nalidixic acid O) (4 Mg/ml).

Time

(min)

Time

(min)
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after exposure to nitrosoguanidine was 5x10 - 5

The via-

bility selected in this study (3%) is somewhat lower than
the 10% usually selected because preliminary studies in
this laboratory suggested that aerotactic mutants might
arise at low frequencies and it was decided to maximize the
mutation frequency.

3.1.2.

Selection of Mutants in Glycerol Gradients

Historically, the first chemotactic mutants were iso
lated in the laboratory of Julius Adler for their failure to
swarm in tryptone semisoft plates (Armstrong et al., 1967).
In an attempt to develop a more efficient method for selec
tion of chemotactic mutants, Aswad and Koshland (1975) used
a liquid medium with a preformed gradient of attractant.

An

exponential gradient of 10 mM to 0.5 mM serine was stabilized
by a 0% to 1% linear glycerol gradient.

Bacteria were placed

between the 0% to 1% linear glycerol gradient and a 2% to
3% linear glycerol gradient.

Bacteria that were wild-type

for chemotaxis migrated toward the increasing concentration
of serine, nonmotile bacteria did not migrate and smooth
swimming, chemotaxis-deficient cells swam toward the bottom
of the tube due to the effects of gravity,

This proved to

be an efficient procedure for isolating smooth-swimming
mutants, but very few constantly tumbling mutants were

found .
Several assays for aerotaxis have been used previously:
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Engelmann (1881) placed bacteria under a cover glass and
observed accumulation around the edges of the cover glass and
around trapped air bubbles; Barrachini and Sherris (1959),
and Adler (1966) demonstrated taxis to oxygen using capillary
tubes; Beijerinck (1893) placed bacteria at the bottom of a
column of water in a test tube and observed a visible band
that migrated toward the air liquid interface.

The column

assay was utilized for selection of aerotactic mutants.

A

gradient of oxygen is formed when the bacteria at the bottom
of the column consume the oxygen diffusing from the meniscus
into the liquid.

Bacteria respond to this gradient by

migrating to the higher concentrations of oxygen.
Vogel and Bonner citrate medium supplemented with thy
mine and histidine was used instead of water, and a linear 1%
to 5% glycerol gradient stabilized the liquid column in the
test tube.

To determine the efficiency of the selection pro

cedure, ST384 (thy his. leu) was mixed with ST171 (thy his. c.h£Z)
in a ratio of 1 0,000 to 1 and placed at the bottom of the gly-

cerol gradient,

A band of cells migrated to the surface after

incubation for 14 h at 30°C.

Cells were removed from the

bottom, serially diluted and plated on medium E glycerol
plates supplemented with thymine and histidine and medium
E glycerol plates supplemented with thymine, histidine and
leucine.

The number of ST384 cells was calculated by

subtracting the number of ST171 cells from the total number
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of colonies growing on the plates supplemented with leucine.
The best results observed were a 20 fold to 100 fold enrich
ment of the c.h.£ (ST171) strain compared to the c.h.£+ (ST384)
strain.

The results were not consistent and reproducibility

was difficult.
observed.

Frequently, an enrichment of 2 to 4 fold was

A logical explanation for these inconsistencies

was not obtained.

However, after selecting 5 times for

mutants by this method, it appeared that most of the cells
were nonchemotactic or nonmotile.
3.1 .3.

Cover Glass Assay for Isolation of Mutants

Engelmann (1881) observed that when an inoculum of
aerobic bacteria was placed under a cover glass, the bacteria
formed bands at the edges of the cover glass and around air
bubbles that were trapped under the cover glass,

Facu1ta-

tive anaerobic bacteria usually formed bands a short distance
from the air bubbles or the edges and strict anaerobes mi
grated away from the air bubbles and the edges of the cover
glass, forming a dense accumulation where the oxygen concen
tration was the lowest.
The original intention of this project was to isolate
an aerotactic mutant.

We were aware that the selection

procedure would also select for constantly tumbling mutants
and other Oie“ phenotypes that were poorly selected by the
Aswad procedure.

Since very few constantly tumbling mutants

have been isolated from &. typhimuLium, a screening pro-
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cedure was developed that could detect Che” phenotypes in
addition to mutants deficient in aerotaxis.

The cover glass

assay was used because it could rapidly determine whether an
isolate was defective in aerotaxis or chemotaxis.

Bacteria

grown in nutrient broth and placed under a cover glass with
air bubbles formed bands around the bubbles in 8-10 min.
Over 20,000 bacterial colonies were screened.

Colonies that

were unable to form bands were assayed again to eliminate
false negatives.

Nonbanding colonies were deficient in

chemotaxis, aerotaxis or motlity and were subsequently
checked under the microscope for motility.

One hundred

mutants were selected that were unable to form bands around
air bubbles.

Due to the short duration of this response,

many false negatives were encountered.

Further character

ization was carried out on one of the mutants designated S.
iyptiimuLimn BT40.
3.2.

Behavioral Characterization

3.2.1 .

Analysis of Chemotaxis in Tryptone Semisoft Plates

The amino acids and tryptic peptides of casein are the
major constituents of tryptone and serve as attractants to
bacteria that are inoculated in tryptone semisoft plates.
The bacteria swarm out in two distinct bands, the outer one
in response to serine and the inner band in response to
aspartate (Adler, 1966).
s een .

Sometimes a third or fourth band is

When BT40 was placed in a tryptone semisoft plate, it
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swam out from the site of inoculation to a diameter of 1 cm
after incubation at 30°C for 13 h.

The parental strain, ST23,

swarmed out to a diameter of 6 cm in tryptone semisoft
plates in the same time interval (Table 3).

The character

istic double band observed at agar concentrations of 0.25%
was not present in this experiment because the agar concen
tration of these plates was 0.35%.
Bacteria that cannot swarm fall

into two categories.

Nonmotile bacteria grow in a dense colony at the site of
the inoculation.

Chemotaxis-deficient bacteria are motile,

but cannot swim toward a source of attractant and form dif
fuse colonies that are several millimeters in diameter
(Armstrong et al . , 1 967 ).

The diffuse BT40 colonies in

semisoft plates were similar to the colonies of chemotaxisdeficient strains (Fig. 4).

Sometimes BT40 swarms had

distinct satellite colonies in the tryptone semisoft plates
that were similar to the trails in abortive transductions.
The BT40 phenotype was designated as a CheG" phenotype.
3.2.2.

Growth CUrves

If the mutation resulted in auxotrophy or a bioenergetic
defect, the doubling time of BT40 would be affected,

The

growth of BT40 cells in nutrient broth at 30°C was monitored
at an optical density at 600 nm.

The doubling time of BT40
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Table 3
Behavioral characteristics of S.

Diameter of swarm a
Speed*5
Wobbling frequency*5
Frequency of
clockwise rotation0
Tumbling frequency^

BT40

BT40

ST23

1 cm

6 cm

11 pm/sec

20 pm/sec

50%

30%

5%

28%

39%

37%

a Cells were inoculated in tryptone semisoft plates
(0.35% agar) and were incubated at 30°C for 13 h.
DMid-exponential phase cultures were diluted to an
optical density of 0.05 and photographed using a 2 s
exposure as described in Materials and Methods.
°Bacteria were tethered by their flagella to glass
coverslips by the procedure described in the Materials and
Methods.
^Cells were grown to mid-exponential phase in Vogel
and Bonner citrate medium supplemented with glycerol and
diluted to an optical density of 0.05 in the same medium.
Cells were allowed to adapt to the new conditions for 1 h
before they were photographed.
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Fig. 4.
by mutants of

Comparison of swarms formed in semisoft agar
lyphimuLium.

Cultures were grown to mid-

exponential phase in nutrient broth, spotted in the center
of a tryptone semisoft plate (0.35% agar) and incubated for
15 h at 30°C.

(A) ST23, ch£+ parent; (B) ST171 (chfcZ);

(C) SJW1 469 (flaEX); (D) BT40 (atifiQ).
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(55 min) was similar to that of the parent, ST23 (60 min)
(Fig. 5).

Lack of a significant difference in doubling

times between BT40 and ST23 indicated that BT40 was not
defective in energy production.
3.2.3.

Motility

The bacteria were photographed and motility tracks
were analyzed by the procedure described in Materials and
Methods.

BT40 had random motility and the tumbling

frequency (39%) was similar to the tumbling frequency (37%)
of the isogenic Che+ strain, ST23 (Table 3).

All pleiotropic

chemotactic mutants isolated previously had smooth swimming
or constantly tumbling phenotypes.

This is the first

report of a mutant that has a Che” phenotype in tryptone
semisoft agar and random motility in liquid medium.
3.2.4.

Measurement of Speed and Wobble

The swimming speed of BT40 was slower than that of
ST23 .

Swimming speed, quantitated from stroboscopic photo

graphs of BT40 and ST23 (see Materials and Methods), ranged
from 3 pm/s to 23 pm/s for BT40, and from 5 pm/s to 30 pm/s
for ST23.

The mean swimming speed in BT40 (11 pm/s) was

significantly lower than the mean speed for ST23 (20 pm/s)
as determined by the unpaired Student’s T test (p < 0.01)
(Table 3).

Mean values reported in the literature for the

swimming speed of E.

c.qJL1

and &. lyphianiLiuo] range from
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Fig. 5 .
at 30°C.
600 nm.

Growth of BT40 (O) and ST23 (A) in nutrient broth

The optical density of the culture was measured at
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20 pm/s to 31 pm/s (Berg and Brown, 1972; Laszlo and
Taylor, 1981).

Histograms of the swimming speeds for both

strains revealed an approximately normal distribution about
the mean (Fig. 6).
BT40 cells were partially uncoordinated, swimming sideways, end over end or wobbling from side to side.

Wobble

was the term used for all cells that were partially uncoor
dinated.

Motility tracks with images that deviated by more

than 25° from the longitudinal axis of tracks were categor
ized as tracks that wobbled.
wobbled.

In BT40, 50% of the cells

This was a significant increase (p < 0.05), as

determined by Chi-square analysis, over the amount of wobble
(30%) observed in the parent strain, ST23 (Table 3).

The

slower swimming speed and increased fraction of cells that
wobble suggested that BT40 might have a defect affecting

flagellar function.
3.2.5.

Probability of Clockwise Rotation

Tumbling frequencies reflect the status of the flagellar
bundle as a unit, however, they do not show the rotational
biases of individual flagellar motors.

To compare the

rotational bias of flagellar motors, BT40 and ST23 cells
were tethered to glass coverslips.

After blending at low

speeds to shear the flagellar filaments, the cells were
incubated with antif1agel1ar antibodies specific for phase
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Fig. 6.

Distribution of swimming speeds in the parental

strain, ST23 (A), and the mutant strain, BT40 (B).

Cells were

grown to mid-exponential phase in nutrient broth at 30°C,
diluted in the same medium to an optical density of 0.05 and
photographed with one-second exposures.
the mean speed.

The arrow indicates
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2 flagellin and were tethered by their flagellar filaments
when the antibodies spontaneously adhered to glass coverslips.
The tethered bacteria were videotaped and the direction
of rotation of individual cells at a given time was observed.
The direction of rotation of the cells under standard notation
(looking from the tip of the flagellum to the cell body) cor
responds to the opposite direction of rotation for the
flagellar motors.

Kihara and Macnab (1981) showed that

the ensemble average of the number of cells with clockwise
rotation at a given time in a cell population was proportional
to the probability of clockwise rotation in an individual
flagellar motor.

The percentage of clockwise rotating cells

was significantly less (p < 0.01) in BT40 (5%) than in ST23
(28%) (Table 3).

Since individual flagellar motors in BT40

had a lower probability of clockwise rotation than flagellar
motors in the parental strain (ST23), a smooth swimming bias
in BT40 would be predicted rather than the random motility
that was observed.

It was postulated that the flagellar

bundle was less stable in BT40 and that fewer clockwise
episodes could produce a tumbling frequency similar to that
in ST23.
3.2.6.

Response to a Temporal Gradient

Bacteria have a temporal sensing mechanism (Berg, 1972;
Macnab and Koshland, 1972) and respond to a step change in
the concentration of attractant molecules in the environment.
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This is the basis of the temporal assay.

An 8 pi aliquot of

cells at an optical density of 0.05 was placed on a microscope
slide.

Upon addition of 2 pi of attractant to the cells

suppression of tumbling was observed.

The return of the

tumbling frequency to near prestimulus levels was used as
the endpoint and it signified that the cells had adapted to
the attractants.

A more usual endpoint is the return of

50% of the cells to random motility (Spudich and Koshland,
1 975 ) .
Aspartate (2 pM) , serine (20 pM) and ribose (10 mM)
were used as attractants at concentrations that would give
adaptation times of 30-40 s in ST23.

Aspartate elicited

a response time of 30 s in BT40 compared to 40 s in ST23
(Fig. 7).

Response times to serine were 26 s for BT40 and

27 s for ST23 and response times to ribose were 26 s and
32 s for BT40 and ST23, respectively (Table 4).

No significant

differences in responses of BT40 and ST23 were observed.
This indicates that temporal sensing in BT40 is normal.
3.2.7.

Response to a Spatial Gradient in Liquid Medium

Since BT40 had a normal chemotactic response to a
temporal gradient of attractant, it was possible that the
mutant could respond to a spatial gradient of attractant
in a capillary assay.

Bacteria were grown in medium E

glycerol supplemented with thymine and histidine to an optical
density of 0.1 and added to a glass tube.

Upon insertion
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Fig. 7.

Response to a temporal gradient of aspartate

(0 to 0.4 mM) in (A) ST23 and (B) BT40.

Cells were grown

in medium E supplemented with glycerol, thymine and
histidine.
and Methods.

Responses were measured as described in Material

Time

s

Time

(s)
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Table 4
Chemotaxis

in BT40 as measured by

temporal

assays a

Response (s)
At tr ac tan ts

Concentration (mlVI)

BT40

ST23

Aspar tate

0.4

29

38

Serine

0.02

26

27

26

32

Ribos e

10.0

a Cells were grown to mid-log phase in Vogel and Bonner
citrate medium supplemented with glycerol, thymine and
histidine, and were diluted to an optical density of 0.05
in the same media.
The cells were allowed to adapt to
the new conditions for 1 h before they were used in the
assays (see Materials and Methods).
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of a capillary containing attractants into the glass tube,
a gradient was formed by the diffusion of the attractant
into the surrounding liquid medium (Futrelle and Berg, 1972).
During a 1 h incubation at 30°C, bacteria responded to the
attractant gradient by accumulating in the capillary.
Duplicate capillaries were used for each attractant,
and assays for each of three attractants were performed
concurrently.

Although the background accumulation of

cells in the control capillaries (no attractants) was com
parable for BT40 and ST23, the accumulation of BT40 cells
in capillaries containing an attractant ranged from 33%
(serine) to 59% (aspartate) of that observed for ST23 cells
(Table 5).

The presence of a response to attractants in

BT40 above that of the background accumulation indicates
that BT40 was able to respond to a spatial gradient of at
tractants, but its ability to do so was diminished.

11 was

postulated that defects in flagellar function could account
for most of the differences in the magnitude of responses
to the attractants observed between BT40 and ST23.

3.2.8.

Analysis of Methylation Levels of Transducing

Proteins
The methylation of chemotactic transducing proteins
is a measure of the intracellular processing of signals
produced by chemoattractants in the environment.

In the

presence of attractants, the relative methylation levels
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Table 5
Accumulation of cells in capillaries in response to
spatial gradients of attractantsa

No. of accumulated cells
At t r ac tan ts

Cone en tr ation
(mM)

BT4 0

ST2 3

Con t r ol

0.0

1.1 x 105

1.3 x 105

Aspar tate

2.0

6.4 x 105

2.1 x 106

Serine

0.5

9.4 x 105

1.6 x 106

Ribos e

0.1

2.7 x 105

6.5 x 105

a Cells were grown in Vogel and Bonner citrate medium
supplemented with glycerol, thymine and histidine to an
optical density of 0.1 and were used in the capillary
assays (see Materials and Methods).
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of the transducing proteins were lower in BT40 than in
ST23 (Table 6).

We were unable to determine if the

decrease was due to the presence of fewer transducing
proteins or if it was due to decreased methylation of a
normal contingent of transducing proteins.

Whatever the

explanation, defects in methylation did not eliminate
chemotactic responses to temporal gradients of attractants.
3.2.9.

Analysis of Flagella

The number of flagella in each BT40 cell is an impor
tant factor in determining the stability of the flagellar
bundle and the torque developed by the bundle (Macnab,
1 977) .

Dr. Robert Macnab of Yale University analyzed BT40

cells under a high intensity light and observed a high pro
portion of nonf 1 agel 1 ated cells.

Flagellated cells had

1-3 filaments per cell (Fig. 8), a decrease from the 5-10
filaments per cell observed in wild-type bacteria.

He

also noticed a decrease in the length of the filaments to
approximately 40% of normal.

These differences could

explain the decreased stability of the flagellar bundle
in BT40.
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Table 6
Relative methylation levels of chemotactic
transducing proteins a
Relative Methylation
At tr ac t an t

BT40

ST2 3

None

3.5

1 .0

Aspar tate

3.7

5.5

Ribose

2.6

5.8

Serine

11.1

15.1

a Cells were grown to mid-exponential phase in Vogel
and Bonner citrate media supplemented with glycerol, thymine
and histidine. The transducing proteins were visualized
by electrophoresis and fluorography as described in Material
and Methods. Fluorographs were scanned in a densitometer
in the region of the transducing proteins (molecular
weights ranging from 59,000-65 , 000 ) at 550 nm.
Integrated
peaks were corrected for total protein and were listed above
in arbitrary units relative to the value observed in ST23
in the absence of an attractant.
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Fig. 8.

Electron micrograph of BT40 cells showing

flagellar filamints (x 30,600).
cells is described in the text.

The preparation of the
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3.3.

Genetic Analysis of BT40

3.3.1.

Insertion of a TnlQ Element Near cheG

Although the CheG+ phenotype can be selected in semisoft agar, it is not a convenient marker for routine
genetic analysis.

The transposable element, TnlH, which

confers tetracycline resistance (Kleckner et al., 1975;
Kleckner et al . , 1 977; Cohen, 1 976) has been used routinely
as a selection marker in genetic crosses.

Tnlfl elements

have insertion sequences that allow random integration of
the transposon throughout the bacterial chromosome (Ptashne
and Cohen, 1975).

In a pool of bacteria containing TnlH

elements, a few bacteria would have TnlQ. insertions
adjacent to ah.eG+ (within one minute).

The adjacent TnJLH

insertions can be selected by a transductional cross of
bacteria from the TnlU pool with BT40 (clieG) and screening
for Tetr CheG+ recombinants.
In the transductional cross, P22 phage that were

grown on bacteria from the TnlH pool were adsorbed to
BT40 (c.h.eG) and the cells were plated on nutrient agar
plates supplemented with EGTA and tetracycline.

Tetr

transductants were transferred individually to tryptone
semisoft plates, or were gently washed from the surface
of the tetracycline plates with nutrient broth and then
layered into tryptone semisoft plates to test for the
recovered ability to swarm.

TVventy-eight Tetr colonies
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that were able to swarm were obtained.

These transductants

potentially had a TnlH insertion linked to the cii£G+ gene,
but three other possibilities could have produced a Tetr
CheG

phenotype:

double transductional events in the one

cell that caused independent transfer of nonlinked genes; a
TnlH insertion linked to a suppressor mutation from a
pseudorevertant of BT40; or transfer of a TnlQ. insertion,
not linked to Qh.£G+, to a true revertant of BT40.

To

eliminate these possibilities, P22 phage was grown on the
Tetr CheG+ transductants and crossed with BT40, checking
for cotransduction of Tetr and CheG+ phenotypes.

Of the

28 recombinants tested, 25 recombinants did not cotransduce
the Tetr and CheG+ phenotypes and were discarded,

The

remaining three recombinants were separated into two classes
(Table 7).

When BT40 was crossed with the class I recombinant

(BT41), 13% of the Tetr transductants recovered fully their
ability to swarm.

In crosses with the class II recombinants,

BT250 and BT251, 72% and 64%, respectively, of the Tetr
transductants recovered a partial ability to swarm, but none
recovered it fully.

These results suggested that the TnlH

insertions in the class II recombinants were linked to a
second mutation that partially suppresses the expression
the CheG“ phenotype.
The number of genes interspersed between the TnlU element
and the linked marker was calculated from the P22 cotrans-
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Table 7
Linkage of the CheG

phenotype to TnlH as determined

by P22 transduction a

Selected marker
Donor strains13
(relevant phenotype)

BT41

Tetr

Unselected marker
CheG +

ps eudo-CheG +c

( Tetr CheG+)

1 00

13

0

BT250 (Tetr CheG+)

1 00

0

72

BT251 (Tetr CheG+)

1 00

0

64

a BT40 (Tets CheG"), the recipient, was grown to mid
exponential phase in L broth supplemented with thymine.
The transductions were performed as described in Materials
and Methods .
bDonor strains were constructed by transferring Che +
and Tetr in crosses using a TnlH pool as the donor and BT40
as the recipient .
C

-f

Pseudo-CheG were partial swarmers and were not able
to swarm as far as swarmers on tryptone semisoft plates.
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duction data by the method of Kemper ( 1 974).

The TnlQ.

element from the class I recombinant, which was designated
as the class I TnlH insertion, was separated by approx
imately 23 genes from the linked marker, c.li£G+.

Calcu1a-

tions were based on the assumption that there were 40 genes
in one minute of the £. typbimuLiiJUl] chromosomal map.

The

class II TnlH insertions (from the class II recombinants)
were separated by 3 to 5 genes from the markers that cotrans
duced with them.
3.3.2.

Verification of a Single Mutation Site

A drawback to nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis is the
occurrence of double mutations at high frequencies (CerdaOlmedo et al. , 1 968).

Verification that the CheG+ pheno

type was the result of a single mutation was accomplished
by answering three questions.

Could the wild-type allele for

the mutated gene be transferred by P22 transduction into the
original mutant and completely restore the wild-type pheno
type to the mutant?

Could the mutation be transferred

into the wild-type strain and cause expression of the same
phenotype as the mutant?

Was the spontaneous reversion

frequency of the mutation similar to that of a single site
mutation?

In transductions between the class I recombinant BT41
(TnlH c.beG+) and BT40 (cbfiG), it appeared that the transfer
of a single marker with the TnlH insertion caused recovery
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of the CheG+ phenotype and suggested that the single mutation
model was correct.

In Table 7, 13% of the Tetr transductants

from this cross swarmed out like the parental strain, ST23,
in tryptone semisoft plates, although the mean cotransduction
frequency of atifiG with TnlH from all such experiments was 10%.
Anomalous results were obtained from crosses between class II
recombinants (BT250 and BT251) and BT40.

None of the Tetr

transductants from these crosses were able to swarm like the
parental strain ST23, but more than 60% of the Tetr transductants recovered partially the ability to swarm, and were
called pseudo-CheG+ phenotype (Table 7).
To transfer the mutant phenotype into a wild-type
background, derivatives of BT40 (ctifiG) were constructed that
had the class I TnlQ. insertion (BT42) or a class II TnlH
insertions (BT252 and BT253) and were ciieG mutants.
Transductional crosses used BT42, BT252 and BT253 as donors
and ST23 as the recipient and the Tetr transductants were
screened for the CheG~ phenotype,
in BT42 was linked to chfiG
of 11% (Table 8).

The class I Tnltt insertion

and had a cotransduction frequency

One of the Tnlfl. cibeG transductants in

the ST23 background was designated as BT43 and was used in
further studies.

Absence of Tetr transductants that were

CheG” in crosses using BT252 and BT253 as the donors,
confirmed that the class II TnJLH insertions were not linked
to diieG, but were linked to a second mutation that partially
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Table 8
Linkage of CheG" to Tnld insertions as determined
by P22 transduction a
Donor strains13
(relevant phenotype)

Selected marker
(Tetr)

Unselected marker
(CheG")

(Tet r CheG")

1 80

20

BT252 (Tetr CheG")

1 00

0

BT253 (Tetr CheG")

1 00

0

BT4 2

a ST23 (Tets CheG+) was the recipient,
were performed as described in Table 7.

Transductions

^Donor strains were constructed by transferring the
Tet r phenotype to BT40 (ctifcG) by P22 transduction.
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suppressed the ciifiG mutation, producing partial swarmers in
crosses with BT40.
Analysis of the reversion frequency was accomplished
with the assistance of Kelly Kinsley who developed a new
method for screening for CheG+ revertants of BT40.
grown to mid-exponential phase and 10

£

BT40 was

cells were mixed with

30 ml of molten tryptone agar (0.52%) and poured into a petri
dish.

After incubation at 30°C for 24 h, BT40 colonies

appeared as pinpoints in the agar.

ST23 and revertants of

BT40 formed colonies that were 1 mm in diameter, and were
easily discernible from BT40 colonies (Fig. 9).

BT40 colo

nies that were on the surface were also 1 mm in diameter
and were not scored as revertants.

The reversion frequency

(number of revertants per BT40 cell) was 1 x 10”®, (Table 9).
This value was within the the expected range (1 x 10
_ Q

1x10) for reversion of a single site mutation.

to
It was

concluded that the CheG” phenotype was caused by a single
mutation in a gene that was linked to the class I Tnlil
insertion.
Giltures left standing at room temperature without
agitation for 2-3 weeks exhibited an increase in the
apparent reversion frequency from 1 x 10 ”® to 1 x 10”^
(Table 9).

It was postulated that there was a selective

advantage for revertants in these cultures because, as the
cells settled to the bottom of the test tube, there would
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Fig. 9.

revertants of

Screening procedure for identification of
typhimuLium BT40 in tryptone semisoft plates.

Cells were mixed with molten agar (0.52% agar) and poured into
petri dishes and incubated at 30°C for 20 h.

A. ST23, parental

strain; B. BT40, c.bfiQ strain; C. BT40 with CheG+ revertant
(white arrow).

Approximately 1x10

A and B and 1 x 10

3

cells were added to

cells were added to C.
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Table 9
Reversion frequency of BT40 cultures
Age of culture
(days)

Reversion frequency a

lb

1.3 x 10"6

1 4C

3.2 x 10"3

a Values for reversion frequencies are means from
several experiments.
bThe first culture was grown to mid-exponential phase
in L broth at 37°C and an inoculum from a permanent of BT40
from the freezer was used to start the culture.
cThe second culture contained BT40 cells in L broth
that were left at room temperature with no agitation for
two weeks .
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be less oxygen available to meet the metabolic needs
of the bacteria, and revertants of BT40 would be able to
respond to the oxygen gradient in the test tube better than
As a result, the revertants would grow faster in

BT40.

an environment with more oxygen than BT40 cells at the
bottom of the test tube, thus accounting for the increase in
the proportion of revertant cells.
3.3.3.

Linkage of cheG to Genes in Flagellar

Regions II and III
Many of the genes involved in bacterial chemotaxis
and motility are in flagellar regions II and III located
at 40 min on the chromosomal map of &. typhimuLium (Fig. 2).
BT43 (ST23 TnlH c.bfiG) was used as a donor in tr ansduc t i onal
crosses with cbe mutants from regions II and III (c.b£Z,
c.beB, ebfiR, c.beC, ebeY and abfiS) to determine if any of
these genes cotransduced with the class I TnlQ insertion.
No linkage was observed between the Tnlb element and any of
c.bfi+ genes (Table 10).

This result was of particular

interest because it was the first time that a mutant with
a Che" phenotype in semisoft agar plates was found to map
at a position other than 40 min.
3.3.4.

Conjugational Analysis Using HfrK4 to Determine

the Location of the Class I Tnlfl Insertion
Sanderson and Demerec (1965) used genetic exchange in
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Tab 1e 10
Linkage of region II and region III chemotactic genes
to the class I TnlQ insertion8
Recipient strains
(relevant genotype)

Selected marker
(Tetr)

Unselected marker
(Che )

ST107

(cheR)

200

0

ST108

(dbeS)

41

0

ST120

(ctieC)

200

0

ST171

(QiieZ)

170

0

ST1 038 (ctieB)

200

0

SL2516 (C-tlfiY)

100

0

SL24041(cbeR)

170

0

a

BT43 (TnlJd cbeQ) was the donor,
See Table 7 for
details on methods used for transductions.
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iyutiimuLium via conjugation to map bacterial genes
because linkage relationships could be established for
genes separated by distances too great for cotransductional
analysis.

Originally, the £. iypbimiiiLiiiQJ chromosomal map

developed from conjugational analysis consisted of 138 min,
but it was reduced to 100 min to facilitate comparisons with
the 100 min E. call K-12 map (Sanderson and Hartman, 1978;
Sanderson and Roth, 1983; Bachmann, 1983).

Conjugational

crosses using an HfrK4 strain (BT200) as the donor and
LB5000 as the recipient were used to find the approximate
location of the Tnlil element on the bacterial chromosome.
In HfrK4 strains, the origin of transfer is at 99 min and
chromosomal DNA is transferred linearly during mating in
the clockwise direction (Sanderson et al., 1972).

BT200

was constructed by cotransduc i ng TnlH and c.li£G to LB4519
(HfrK4

s.£E.A

IhL).

The recipient strain LB5000, obtained

from Dr. Leonard Bullas, is the only strain of S.
iypbiaiULium which is completely deficient in restriction.
It also has auxotrophic requirements (meiE InpD ilY leu)
that make it a good choice as a recipient strain.
During a continuous conjugation, theHfr strain transfers
markers linearly from a fixed point of origin and the gradient
of transmission of markers can be determined (Birge, 1981).
The transfer of the leu, InpD and Tnld markers was analyzed
by continous conjugations to determine the relative order of
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the markers.

The results of the cross are shown in Fig. 10.

The data suggested that the class I Tnifl. insertion was located
between the tnpD gene (34 min) and the leu gene (2 min).
BT200 (HfrK4 Tnlll CLh.fi.G) was used as the donor in
interrupted conjugations with LB5000 to provide mapping
data based on the time of entry of the Tetr phenotype.
Mating pairs were disrupted by blending at different time
intervals.

Aliquots of the mixture were plated on selective

plates and Tetr recombinants were scored.

Time of entry

of the Tetr marker was approximately 20 min (Fig. 11)
(taking into account standardization of the 138 min map to
100 min, and a lag time of 5 min for the mating, as deter
mined previously in this laboratory).

This result indicated

that cibeG was located near the flagellar region I at 23 min.
3.3.5.

Tnlll Directed Hfr Formation and Continous Conjugation

A method using Tnlll directed formation of Hfr strains
with an origin at any selected site on the bacterial chromosome
has proven to be valuable in mapping genes in S.. lypbimuLium
(Chumley et al., 1979; Lawton and Taber, 1984).

F’tsll4 iac

plasmids (derived from E. QQli) with TnlR insertions in
orientation A (TT627 and TT629) and in orientation B (TT628)
were transferred to BT43 (ST23 TnlH c.beG) .

Because most

&. typhimuLiMD strains do not have the lac. operon and cannot
utilize lactose, conjugants were selected on citrate-free
medium E plates containing lactose as the sole carbon source.
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Fig. 10.

Gradient of transmission of Leu , Tet r

and TrpD+ markers as determined by continuous conjugation.
Exponentially growing male (BT200) and female (LB5000) strains
were mixed at a ratio of 1:10, incubated at 37°C for 2 h
and plated on appropriate selection plates.

The leu marker

is located at 2 min and the JLlpQ marker is located at 35 min
on the S. iypbimuLium chromosomal map.
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Fig. 11.

Time of entry of the Tetr marker as determined

by interrupted conjugation.

Exponentially growing male

(BT200) and female (LB5000) strains were mixed at a ratio of
1:10.

Samples from the mating cell mixture were disrupted at

5 min intervals and plated on nutrient agar containing tetracycline.
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Growth of the conjugants at 42°C in the same medium prevented
replication of the temperature sensitive F’ plasmid and only
recombinants in which the F’ plasmid had integrated at the
TnlU insertion site in the bacterial chromosome were able
to grow.
Continous conjugations between the Hfr strains and mu
tants with single auxotrophic defects revealed the location
of the origin of the Hfr strain.

Defective markers through

out the chromosome were selected for the conjugational cross es .

The Hfr strains (BT201 and BT203) constructed from F

plasmids with Tnlfl. insertions in orientation A transferred
chromosmal markers linearly in the counterclockwise direction.
Crosses using BT201 and BT203 produced many PurE+ (11 min)
recombinants, establishing a gradient of transmission for
markers counterclockwise to
12).

pulE

on the chromosomal map (Fig.

Few PyrC+ (23 min), PurB+ (25 min) or PyrF+ (33 min)

recombinants were present in these crosses.
The Hfr strain (BT202) constructed from the F* plasmid
with the Tnlll insertion in orientation B transferred chro
mosomal markers in the clockwise direction.
with the largest number of recombinants was

The marker
pjllE

(33 min)

and few PurB+ and PyrC4* recombinants were present (Fig. 12).
Since all the donors had the same origin, the results sug
gested that the origin of transfer, and thus the TnlH inser
tion (linked to ciieG) , was located between py.c.C at 12 min
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Fig. 12.
Hfr strains.

Continous conjugation using TnlH directed
Auxotrophic markers in recipients used for

this study were leu at 2 min, plqA at 7 min, punE at
11 min, pynC at 23 min, punB at 25 min, pynE at 33 min
and pulE at 47 min.

The donors, BT201 (O) and BT203 (A),

transferred markers in the counterclockwise direction;
BT202 (O) transferred chromosomal markers in the clockwise dir ec tion.
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and pjlilE at 33 min (Fig. 13).

This was consistent with

results obtained from conjugational analysis with the HfrK4
strain.

Lack of recombinants in the jaynC and punB strains

with any of the donors suggests that these markers were
not adequately characterized.

This explanation was con

firmed in other experiments with pynC and pulE strains (J.
Ryu, personal communication).
3.3.6.

Linkage of TnlA to putE, pynC and punB

In an effort to narrow the region of the chromosome
in which cbfiQ and the class I TnlH insertion were located,
the linkage of the TnlQ to the punE, pyxC and piinE (Fig.
13) was examined by Kelly Kinsley,

Results of P22- mediated

transductonal crosses using BT43 (TnlH cheG) as the donor,
and a recipient with the auxotrophic marker to be tested for
linkage to TnlQ, are shown in Table 11.

Among the respec-

tive Tetr transductants , 92% were PyrC+, none were PurE+ or
PurB+.

When the auxotrophic markers were the selected

markers, 92% of the PyrC+ transductants were Tetr, but none
of the PurE+ or PurB+ were Tetr .

These results indicated

that the TnlH insertion is tightly linked to pyuC at 23
min and that cbeG is in the general vicinity of 23 min.

3.3.7.

Linkage between Tnlfl, cheG and fla Deletions

Once it was known that cheG was located at approximately
23 min, £la deletion mutants from region I (23 min, see Fig.
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Fig. 13.

Window (solid line) in which ctieG is located

on the S. iy&tiianiiLiiiDQ map as determined by continous conju
gation using TnlQ. directed Hfr strains.
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Table 11
Linkage of the class I TnlQ. insertion to

eiulE,

and

PUlB by P22 transduction a

Recipient strains
(relevant genotype)

Selected marker
(Tetr)

Unselected marker
(Auxot r ophy)

TR5657 (PULE)

1 000

0

TR5658 (pynC)

493

450

TR 5 6 5 9 (pulB)

1 000

0

a BT43 was used as the donor in crosses that were

performed as described in Table 7.
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14a) containing the class I TnlH insertion were used as the
donors in three factor crosses with BT40 (ctifiG) as the recip
ient to determine the location of alifiG.
for QbaG were:

Possible locations

a) on the 22 min side of

b) between

P5ILLC and the 11a deletion used in the cross, c) within the
region deleted and d) on the 24 min side of the region delet
ed (Fig. 14a).

The flagellar deletion strains containing

the class I TnlQ elements were constructed by P22-mediated
crosses between BT46 (TnlU c.baG pyLC) and the flagellar
deletion mutants SL488 [A(ilaEl-llaEY)J, SJW1363 [A(llaEl¥flaw)], and SJW1518 [A(£laE5ill-lIaLI) ] selecting for Tetr
Fla

transductants (BT204, BT205 and BT207 respectively).

Because BT204 and BT207 were poor donors for transductions
(data not shown), the TnlQ element and the 11a deletion
were transferred into the ST23 background (BT208 and BT210).
The results of P22 transductional crosses between BT208
[TnlQ. A( HaEi-llaEY) J and BT40 (atiaG) are listed in Table
12.

Among 600 Tetr recombinants tested, 246 were Fla

and 5 were Fla+ CheG+ (1%).

( 41 %)

The presence of the Fla+ Che+

tranductants indicated that aiiaG was located outside the
deleted segment (Fig. 14a).

The possibilities of c.h.aG being

located between 22 min and py.E.C or between pyuC and the
A(HaEl-llaEY) were also eliminated because the frequency
of Tetr Fla+ CheG+ transductants was too low.

The cotrans

duction frequency expected for the two possibilities was
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Fig. 14.
A.

Location of QhfcC? with respect to

Predicted frequency of cotransduction of dheQ and

TnlJtt in crosses using Alla TnlQ strains as donors and
BT40 (ctifiG) as the recipient.

The predicted frequencies

shown here assume the ctieG is at position (a) 10%, (b) > 10%,
(c) 0%, or (d) 1-2%.

B.

Expected phenotype from single and

double crossover events for possibility (d).
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Region I
SL488
SJW1363
SJW1518
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u
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w
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Table 12
Transductional crosses using ila deletion mutants with the class
I TnlH insertion as the donor and BT40 as the recipient a
Selected marker
Donor strains
(relevant genotypes)

Unselected marker*3

Tetr

CheG +

Fla

BT208 [Tnia
A(llaEl-UaEY) J

600

5

246

BT205

500

0

21 4

500

0

92

[TnlO.

A(ilaElY-flaW)J
BT210

[TnlQ

A(ilaEYlI-llaU)J
a

The transductions was performed as described in Table 7.
b
—
The Fla phenotype is dominant to the CheG phenotype,
so the cotransduction frequency between the CheG+ phenotype
and the Tetr phenotype does not reflect the true distance
between the two markers.
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equal to or slightly less than that of TnlH and c.h£G observed
in previous studies.

Some of the cheG TnlO transductants

would also be 11a" and would be expressed as Fla", due to
the dominance of the 11a mutation, decreasing the frequency
of Tetr CheG+ transductants by approximately 2%.

The

remaining possibility, location of aliaG between AdlaElllaFY) and 24 min would yield Tetr Fla+ CheG+ transductants only by rare double crossover events at a frequency
similar to that observed in this cross (l%-2%) (Fig. 14b).
None of the Tetr transductants from crosses between
BT205 [Tnltt A( HaElY-llaW) J and BT210 [Tnlfl. A( HaEYll-llaU) J
with BT40 (ahaG) were CheG+.

This indicated that ahaG was

located between llaEYll and llaW, the deletion sequence that
is common to BT205 and BT210.

The area between Hall

and 24 min was also a possibility if a lack of Tet
CheG

Y*

Fla

"¥

transductants in the crosses was due to the proximity

of ahaG to llaW or Hall decreasing the probability of
double crossover events.

This was unlikely, but the possi-

bility was, never the less, investigated.
3.3.8.

TVfo-point Crosses between ahaG and 11a Deletions

To determine whether ahaG was located in flagellar
region I or outside of it, 11a deletion mutants spanning
region I were used as recipients in two-point crosses with
BT43 (TnlO. ahaG).

A 100 pi aliquot of the transduction mix

ture was layered (with a 100 pi Eppendorf pipette) into tryp-
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tone semisoft agar to avoid the rapid spreading of cells
at the surface (Warrick et al., 1977).

Only the Fla+

transductants were able to swim out from the inoculation
site.

If fitifiG was located in the deleted segment all the

Fla+ transductants would be CheG".

If Qh.£G was located

outside the deleted segment, the Fla+ transductants would
be either CheG+ or CheG-.
Tr ansductional crosses with BT204 [A(HaEI-llaEY)J
produced few Fla

transductants , and there were no transduc-

tants in crosses using BT205 [A(llaElY-IlaW)J and BT206

[A(IlaEYll-f.laiI) J (Table 13).

The low transduction fre

quencies indicated that the ila deletion mutants were
poor recipients for transductional crosses, and lack of
CheG

transductants suggested that expression of the

CheG

might be suppressed in the recipient strains.

To

construct recipients with a genetic background similar to
BT43, the lla deletions in BT204, BT205 and BT206 were
each transduced into a S. lyphimiLLiLUD ST23 background.
The newly constructed recipients were crossed with BT43,
and the Fla

j.

transductants were reanalyzed on semisoft

plates to identify their chemotactic phenotypes (Fig. 15).
Among 266 Fla+ transductants from the cross in which
BT208 [ST23 Tnld A(HaEl-ilaEY)] was the recipient, 75%
were CheG .

In crosses using BT209 [ST23 TnlQ A(ilaElY-

llaW)J and BT210 (ST23 TnlH) as recipients, 63% and 51%,
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Table 13
Transfer of Fla+ and CheG+ by transductional crosses
to ila deletion mutants a
Transductant phenotype
Recipient strains
(relevant genotypes)

FI a +

BT204 AUlaEl-flaEY)

76

0

76

BT205 A(ilaElY-ilaW)

10

0

0

BT206 A(ilaEYll-llaU)

0

0

0

CheG

CheG+

a BT43 (TnlH cbaG) was the donor and transductional
crosses were performed as described in Table 7 except that
transduction mixtures were layered into tryptone semisoft
agar supplemented with thymine and EGTA. Only Fla+ recombi
nants were able to swim out £rom the inoculum line. Fla+
colonies were scored as CheG if they were not dense, and
a ppeared to be swarming out from the inoculation site.
Fla colonies were scored CheG" if the colonies were dense
and appeared to spreading on the plates due to increasing
number of colonies (see Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15.

Transductants from a cross using BT43 as

the donor and BT209 [ST23 TnlQ A(HaElY-ilaW)J as the

r ecipient.

The solid white arrow indicates a CheG

transductant.

The arrow outlined in white indicates a

CheG" transductant .
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respectively, of the Fla+ transductants were CheG+ (Table
14).

Although the incidence of CheG+ transductants in

all three crosses suggested that ctifiG might not be located
in region I, the evidence from Section 3.3.8. favored the
location of chfiG in region I.

The discrepency was investi-

gated further.
To verify that the transductants were c.h£G+, transductants with the QieG

phenotype were used as donors in crosses

with BT40 (c.bfiG) , and recombinants were scored for linkage
of c.beG+ with the TnlH element,

When CheG+ recombinants

derived from BT208 (Table 14) were used as donors, c.bfiG+ was
linked to TnlH with a cotransduction frequency of 9% (Table
15) .

However, none of the CheG+ recombinants derived from

BT209 or BT210 transferred c.b£G+ with the TnlU insertion.
These results suggested that these CheG+ recombinants were
actually ch.£G and the QieG+ phenotype was due to a second
mutation that was suppressing expression of the CheG"
phenotype.
However, another possible cause of 0% linkage between
TnlH and c»lifiG+ was transposition of the TnlH element to a
different 1ocation .

Back crosses using the CheG+ trans

ductants as donors and ST23 as the recipient were per
formed to confirm that the class I TnlH insertion was still
linked to ciifiG.

In transductional crosses using CheG+ trans

ductants derived from the BT209 and BT210, 11% of the Tetr
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Table 14
Transfer of Fla+ and CheG" by transductional crosses
to £.la deletions in ST23 backgrounds a
Transductant phenotype
Recipient strains
(relevant genotypes)

FI a +

CheG

BT208 [ST23 TnlU
A(ilaEl-llaEY)J

266

67

1 99

BT209 [ST23 TnlR
A(llaElY-IlaW)]

274

1 02

172

BT210 (ST23 TnlH
A( IlaEYlI-Ilall) J

270

1 39

1 31

a The conditions are similar to those described in

Table 13, except for the different recipient strains.

CheG +
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Table 15
Linkage of Tetr and QieG+ in CheG+ recombinants
as determined by back-crosses with BT40

Back-cross with BT40
Or iginal cross”a producing
CheG + r ecombinants

No . of CheG +
recombinants
tested

Co t r an sduc tion
frequency of
CheG* and Tetr

BT43 x BT208

12

9%

BT43 x BT209

5

0%

BT43 x BT210

18

0%

a Original crosses which produced CheG+ recombinants
were the same as crosses listed in Table 14. Transduc tional
back-crosses were performed as described in Table 7.
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recombinants were CheG .

Crosses using CheG

+

transductants

derived from the BT208 produced no CheG” Tetr recombinants.
These results indicated that CheG+ phenotypes from the BT208
cross were c.ti£G+, but that the CheG+ phenotypes from the
BT209 and BT210 crosses were actually c.h.£G, and probably
had a second mutation that was suppressing expression of
the c.h.£G gene.
Since the transductional crosses using the CheG+
transductants as donors revealed a degree of uncertainty
in the proper identification of the chemotactic phenotypes
of the transductants , a few CheG” transductants were also
tested in crosses with ST23 as the recipient to determine
if the CheG” phenotype was actually chfiG.

A linkage of 11%

for c.bfiG with the TnlQ element was observed in crosses using
the CheG” transductants from BT208, BT209 and BT210 trans
due tions .

it was concluded that ciifiG was in the region of

the Ha genes deleted in strains, BT209 and BT210.

This placed

the location of abeG in flagellar region I between llaEYll
and ilaW.
3.3.9.

Three-point Crosses Using Tiilfl, cheG and

11a Markers

Fine mapping of cbaG was accomplished by using 11a
point mutants with class I TnlH insertions as donors in
crosses with BT40 (cbeG) as the recipient.

The donor strains

were constructed by transducing the class I TnlQ insertions

1 25
into recipients with ila point mutations.

The predicted

results from crossing these donors with BT40 were as follows
(Fig. 16a).

If dtifiG was proximal to the Ila mutation with

respect to the TnlH insertion, only three genotypes could be
produced by single crossover events:
lla+ abeG+ and Tnlfl 11a” abaG"1".
expressed as CheG”

Trim lia+ ttbeQ", Tnlfl

These genotypes would be

CheG+ and Fla” phenotypes, respectively.

If c.b.£G was distal to the 11a mutation with respect to the
TnlH element, again transductants with three genotypes
(TnlH ila+ atiaG, TnlH 11a abaG+ and Tnlfl 11a cbaG+ be pro
duced, but only two phenotypes would be expressed (CheG” and
Fla”) (Fig. 16b).
Results from the crosses are shown in Table 16.
Transductions with donors that were llaEYll (BT218), llaEIX
(BT211 and BT212), llaEX (BT214), llaW (BT215) and llaU
(BT217) produced all three phenotypes, but crosses involving
llaEYl (BT219) and llaEYlll (BT213) produced only two
phenotypes.

These results indicated that atiaG was located

between the point mutation in llaEYlll of BT213 and the point
mutations in llaEIX of BT211 and BT212.
The only results that are inconsistent with the assign
ment of the ctifiG mutation to the llaEYlll or llaEIX gene
were obtained with strain BT218 (llaEYll).

If the mu tation

in BT218 is indeed in llaEYll, no Tetr CheG+ transductants

would be predicted from the cross of BT218 with BT40.

Six
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Fig. 16.

Phenotypes expected from three-point

crosses of TnlQ, C-heQ and ila markers using ila TnlQ
strains as donors and BT40 (atiaQ) as the recipient.
A) When ctiaG is located between the TnlQ and chaG,
three phenotypes would be expressed:
Tetr FI a+ CheG+ and Tetr Fla“.

Tetr Fla+ CheG",

B) When atiaG is distal

to the Ila mutation with respect to the TnlQ insertion,
only two phenotypes are expressed:
and Tetr Fla".

Tetr Fla+ CheG+
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Table 16
Three-point crosses with ila point mutants a
u.

Selected marker

Unselected marker0

Donor strains
(relevant genotypes)

Tetr

BT219 (IlaEYl Tnlfl)

1 00

0

15

BT218 (IJLaEYII Tnia)

1 00

6

5

BT213 (llaEYill
Tnia)

1 00

0

13

BT211 (ilaEIX,
Tnld) ls

50

1

7

BT212 (ilaEJLX,
Tnia) lS

1 00

4

14

BT214 (IlaEX Tnia)

1 00

7

8

BT215 (IlaW Tnia)

1 00

10

5

BT217 (ilaU Tnia)

100

5

6

CheG+

Fla

a 11a point mutants with the class I Tnia insertion
were the donors and BT40 (atiaG) was the recipient in
P22 transductional crosses. The method is described in
Table 7.
The Fla phenotype is dominant to the CheG phenotype
and the cotransduction of the CheG+ with Tetr phenotype
does not reflect the true distance between the two markers.
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Tetr CheG+ transductants were observed (Table 16).

But

the cotransduction frequencies of the putative ilaEYll
(BT218) with TnlQ, relative to the cotransduction frequencies
for iiaEYl and llaE^lll with TnlU, are inconsistent with
location of the putative IlaEYlI mutation between IlaEYI

and IlaEYlIl.

Further characterization of the mutation

in BT218 is necessary before results obtained with this
strain would be reliable.
The cotransduction frequency of CheG+ and Tetr for
some of the crosses with BT40 was significantly lower than
the cotransduction frequency (10-13%) reported above for
these markers.

This is because some of the c.baG+ Tnltt

transductants were also Ila-, and the Fla" phenotype was
dominant over the CheG+ phenotype.

3.3.10.

Complementation of ila Point Mutants

Abortive transduction has been used for complementation
analysis of mal and ila mutants (Stocker et al., 1953;
Lederberg, 1956; Stocker, 1956; Armstrong and Adler, 1967)
and in c.ba mutants (Aswad and Koshland, 1 975; Warrick et al . ,
1977).

A LacA mutant is selected as recipient and this

prevents integration of donor DNA, causing unilinear trans
mission of the donor DNA in the daughter cells,

If the

mutations in the donor and recipient strains are recessive
and in separate genes, motile transductants swim away from
the inoculum, leaving behind a dense trail of nonmotile
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daughter cells.

If the mutations are in the same gene, the

donor DNA is not able to complement the defective gene in
the recipient, and there is an absence of trails.
The previous study had narrowed the location of c.li£G
to two genes, HaEYllI and ilaEIX.

Further progress in

mapping the locus of the abaG allele in either llaEYHI or
ilaEIX required complementation studies that used LfiaA ila
strains as recipients in P22-mediated crosses.

Th e Lac.A

11a strains were constructed by cotransducing lccA with
a TnJa (TT3 26 6) or TnlE (TT5 21) insertion in the aLl gene
into 11a mutants with ST23 backgrounds.

The P22 phage

was grown on ST1 (cbaG+), ST23 (cheG+) or BT43 (TnlE chaG),
and preadsorbed to the recipient strains.

The transductant

mixture was layered into tryptone semisoft agar (with a
100 pi Eppendorf pipette) to prevent the recipient cells
from swarming on the surface of the plates.

The recipients

were also layered individually into tryptone semisoft agar
as controls.
BT228 (llaEX LacA) and BT229 (llaEYlll LacA) did not
have any trails in the absence of phage, but BT230 and BT231
(HaElXts LacA) had to be grown at restrictive temperatures
(42°C) to prevent the recipient cells from swarming out or
forming satellite colonies similar to the abortive trans
ductant trails (Fig. 17, 18 and 19).

The crosses using ST1

or ST23 as donors were used as positive controls and pro-
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Fig. 17.

Abortive transductions in tryptone semisoft

agar using a lsclA f.laElXts mutant (BT230) as the recipient.
(A) control, BT230; (B) ST1 x BT230; (C) ST23 x BT230; and
(D) BT43 (ctifiG) x BT230 .
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Fig. 18.

Abortive transductions in tryptone semisoft

agar using a L£QA ilaEX mutant (BT228) as the recipient.
(A) control, BT228; (B) ST1 x BT228; (C) ST23 x BT228; and
(D) BT43 (abeG) x BT228.
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Fig. 19.

Abortive transductions in tryptone semisoft

agar using a LfiCtA llaEYlll mutant (BT229) as the recipient.
(A) control, BT229;

(B) ST1 x BT229 ;

(D) BT43 UtifiG) x BT229 .

(C) ST23 x BT229; and
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duced trails with the three recipients.

No trails were

present in crosses between BT43 and the HaEYIlI mutant,
but crosses between BT43 and the IlaElX and IlaEX produced
trails due to abortive transduction.

Because BT43 (TnlE

atifiQ) could not complement the IlaEYIll mutant, it was
concluded that the abaQ mutation was located in IlaEYllI
(Fig. 20).

This is the first demostration of a Fla+ Che

phenotype, not only for HaEYlIl, but for any gene in
f 1 agel 1 ar r eg i on I .

3.3.11 .

Classification of Revertants

Parkinson showed the usefulness of studies with
revertants in determining protein-protein interactions
in bacterial chemotaxis and motility (Parkinson and Parker
1 979; Parkinson et al . , 1 983 ).

A simi1ar s tudy was

undertaken with abaG revertants to determine interactions
of the abaG gene product with products from other genes.
After prolonged incubation in tryptone semisoft agar,
abaG mutants gave rise to spontaneous revertants that
swarmed out from the inoculation site.

Some of the rever

tants were true revertants, produced by back mutations, and
others were pseudorevertants, produced through acquistion of
a compensating second site mutation.
A total of 42 spontaneous revertants were isolated
from BT43 (ST23 Tnlll abaG).

The revertants (Tetr CheG+)

were used as donors in crosses with ST23 to determine
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Fig. 20.

Map of the flagellar region I showing the

location of ciifiQ and the predicted locations of the sup
pressor mutations.
parentheses .

The type of suppressor is shown in
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whether the revertants were true revertants or pseudorevertants.

Crosses with 22 of the revertants showed

no cotransduction of cJifiG with the class I TnlQ insertion
(Table 17).

These results indicated that the CheG+

phenotype was due to a back mutation of c.bfiG to cb£G+
in these revertants and that they were true revertants.
The presence of Tetr CheG” transductants from transductional
crosses with the other 20 revertants revealed that they were
pseudorevertants and, based on the cotransduction frequencies
of the two markers, consisted of at least two different

groups .

One to two percent of the Tetr transductants were

CheG“ in crosses with the 13 pseudorever tants in the first
group, and 5%-20% of the Tetr transductants were CheG“ in
crosses with the 7 pseudorevertants in the second group

(Table 17).

The low cotransduction frequencies observed in

crosses using the group I pseudorevertant indicated that
there was a suppressor mutation located between the TnlH
insertion and c.h.£G that was cotransduced with these markers.
Integration of the donor DNA by single crossover events
always produced TnlH cbeG recombinants that had the suppres
sor mutation and were Tetr CheG+.

The Tetr CheG” phenotype

would then be limited to recombinants produced by rare
double crossover event.
To determine whether the suppressor mutations in the
pseudorevertants were linked to the class I TnlU insertion, both
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Table 17
Analysis of revertants by two-point transductional
crosses with ST23 a
Unselected marker

Rever tan ts

Selected marker
(Tetr)

1

300

15

2

1 00

0

3

1 00

0

4

1 00

0

5

1 00

0

6

99

2

7

1 00

20

8

100

2

9

1 00

0

10

1 00

1

11

1 00

1

12

100

1

13

1 00

1

14

1 00

0

15

1 00

0

16

1 00

0

17

1 00

0

18

1 00

0

19

1 00

0

(CheG”)
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Table 17 continued

Rever tan ts

Selected marker
(Tetr)

Unselected marker
(CheG”)

20

1 00

0

21

1 00

1

22

1 00

1

23

1 00

0

24

100

0

25

1 00

0

26

1 00

15

27

1 00

1

28

1 00

0

29

100

0

30

1 00

2

31

100

0

32

1 00

8

33

1 00

2

34

1 00

1

35

100

12

36

1 00

10

37

100

2

38

1 00

6

39

1 00

0

40

1 00

1
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Table 17 continued

Rever tan ts

Sel ected marker
(Tetr)

Unselected marker
(CheG")

41

1 00

0

42

100

0

a The revertants of BT43 (ST23 TnlH ctifcG) were the donors
in transductional crosses using ST23 as the recipient.
Transductions were performed as described in Table 7.
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groups of pseudorevertants were used as donors in crosses
with BT40.

In crosses with the pseudorevertants from the

first group, 9% to 30% linkage of the suppressor mutation
to the TnlU insertion was observed (Table 18).

Due to the

wide range of cotransduction frequencies, the possibility of
two different suppressor mutations has to be considered.
The cotransduction frequencies for the suppressor mutations
and the TnlU were consistent with the results from the previous transductional crosses with ST23.

The results indi

cated that these suppressor mutations are located between
the TnlU insertion at 23 min and GbfiG mutation in IlaEYlll.
Results from transductional crosses using the second
group of pseudorevertants as the donors and ST23 as the
recipient indicated that this group consisted of three types
of pseudorevertants.

In type II pseudorevertants the

suppressor mutation was linked to the TnlU insertion by a
cotransduction frequency of 7% (Table 19).

In type III

pseudorevertants , the cotransduction frequency for these
markers was 1%.

The suppressor mutations in type IV

pseudorever tants were not linked to the TnlU insertion (0%
1inkage) .
It was postulated that the suppressor mutation in the
type II pseudorevertant is located between the ciifiG allele
in IlaEYlll and 24 min on bacterial chromosomal map.

low cotransduction frequency between c.baG and the TnlU

The
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Table 18
Two-point crosses between group I revertants and BT40 a

Rev er tan ts

Selected marker
(Tetr)

6

200

33

8

200

24

10

200

24

11

200

30

12

200

47

13

200

30

21

200

18

27

100

30

30

100

21

33

1 00

11

34

1 00

13

37

1 00

19

40

1 00

20

Unselected marker
(OieG+)

a Group I revertants were used as donors and BT40 was
used as the recipient in transductions performed as described
in Table 7.
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Table 19
TYvo-point crosses between group II revertants and BT40 a
Unselec ted marker
(CheG+)

Rever tan ts

Selected marker
(Tetr)

1

200

13

7

200

2

26

200

0

32

200

0

35

200

0

36

200

0

38

200

0

a Group II revertants were used as donors and BT40
was used as the recipient in transductions performed as
described in Table 7.
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insertion in crosses with ST23 (atifiG"1") indicated that the
suppressor mutation was transferred into some of the CheG"
Tetr transductants.

When the cotransduction frequency of

the suppressor with TnlU and the cotransduction frequency
of QtieG with Tnlft was added, the sum (12%) equaled values
for cotransduction of c.h.fiG and Tnlfl. observed in previous
transductions.

Not much can be determined with the avail

able data about the suppressor from the type III psuedorevertant, except that it might be located between £.laEYllI and
24 min or between 22 and 23 min.
It was concluded that at least five types of mutations
were responsible for the 42 revertants analyzed in the
study (Table 20).

More than 50% of the revertants were

products of back mutations of c.tifiG"’ to cb£G+ and were true
revertants.

The rest of the revertants were due to

acquisition of 4 (or more) different classes of second-site
suppressor mutations.
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Table 20
Summary of the genetic analysis of the revertants
Type of Revertant

Number of
Rever tants

96 Linkage
to Tnia

I

TnlH linked suppressor

13

1 6%

II

TnlH linked suppressor

1

796

III

TnlH linked suppressor

1

196

IV

Nonlinked suppressor

5

0% a

V

Back mutation

22

1 096b

a Mean of the cotransduction frequencies of the
suppressor with TnlU.
^Mean of the cotransduction frequencies of ch.eG with
TnlH from previous studies.

4.

Discussion

This study represents the first time that a motile
mutant (BT40) from flagellar region I has been islolated and
characterized.

BT40 cells had 1-3 flagella per cell, less

than the number (5-10 flagella per cell) reported for the
wild-type strain of S. iypbimuLium.

The flagellar filaments

in BT40 were only 40% as long as filaments in the wild-type
strain .

Swimming BT40 cells had random motility, with a

tumbling frequency of 37%, similar to the tumbling frequency
observed in the parental strain, ST23.

BT40 cells were

slower (11 pm/s) than wild-type bacteria (20-30 pm/s), and
50% of the BT40 cells wobbled during translational movement.
The individual flagella had a bias toward counterc1ockise
rotation, and the flagella did not rotate as fast as fla
gella in the parental strain, ST23.

Cultures of BT40 did

not swarm in tryptone semisoft plates, and accumulation of
BT40 cells in capillary tubes containing attractants during
spatial assays was decreased by 33%-59% compared to ST23.
BT40 had a normal response to attractants in temporal
assays .

The methylation levels of the chemotactic trans

ducing proteins were decreased in BT40.
Usually, cells with flagellar motors that are biased
to counterclockwise rotation have a bias toward smooth
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swimming, however, BT40 cells had random motility,

This

discrepancy between the behavior of the individual flagella
and the flagellar bundle was resolved upon analysis of the
forces that affect the stability of the flagellar bundle.
Flagellar filaments, rotating in the counterclockwise
direction, contribute hydrodynamic forces that stabilize the
flagellar bundle (Macnab, 1977).

Disruption of the bundle

occurs when enough flagellar motors switch to clockwise
rotation, overcoming the forces stabilizing the bundle.
It was proposed that in BT40, near-normal tumbling fre
quencies were due to less stable flagellar bundles.

Fewer

events in which the flagellar motors switched from counter
clockwise to clockwise rotation produced a similar tumbling
frequency in BT40 as occurred in wild-type bacteria where
there was a greater number of clockwise episodes but more
stable flagellar bundles.
This hypothesis was supported by evidence that the
flagella were fewer in number and shorter in BT40 than in
ST23 .

Shorter filaments contributed to the decrease in the

stability of the flagellar bundle because the area available
for interaction between the filaments was reduced.

Fewer

rotating filaments meant that there was a decrease in the
hydrodynamic forces stabilizing the flagellar bundle.
A decrease in the stability of the flagellar bundle
could result in rotating filaments that were not completely
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in phase.

These cells would swim in a partially coordinated

manner, wobbling from side to side.

The higher percentage of

BT40 cells that wobbled reflected this decrease in stability.
Wobble could also have been caused by nonpolar bundle
formation resulting in flagellar bundles on the sides of
the cell body rather than at the ends due to the short
flagellar filaments.

It is postulated that shorter filaments in BT40 could
have been caused by a defect affecting the mechanics of
flagellar formation.

In a wild-type strain, the protein

subunits of the developing flagellum are transported through
the central cavity in the flagellar organelle to the growing
tip of the flagellum (Silverman and Simon, 1977).

Thus, a

defect restricting the passage of the subunits could have
reduced the length of the filaments in BT40, resulting in
a flagellar bundle that was less stable.
Mutations in flagellar genes from region III (ilaAlia.2.
IlaQ and ilaN) which are expressed as Che” phenotypes have
been reported previously (Dean et al . , 1 983 ; R. Macnab,
personal communication).

An important consideration during

initial characterization of mutants having a Oie" pheno
type is whether the mutants have a defect in sensory
perception (these will be termed blind)

or have a defect

in their flagellar organelles (these will be termed crippled)
and cannot respond appropriately to signals from the sensory
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apparatus.

Both possibilities affect the chemotaxis of

cells to favorable environments.
BT40 cells have chemosensory perception
is slightly diminished.

although it

The mutation in BT40 affects

flagellar function and thus causes the Che“ phenotype of
BT40 in tryptone semisoft plates.

Upon learning about

BT40, Parkinson reported the isolation of E. call strains
that were Che" in tryptone semisoft agar, but had normal
responses to the capillary assay (J. Parkinson, personal
communication).

However, the defects in these mutants

were mapped in or near IlaS and IlaT on the E. call
chromosome, genes analagous to IlaW and llaU in S.

iyabimuLimii.

The Che

mutants with defects in llaAII^Z,

IlaQ and ilati are different from BT40, in that they do
not have random motility, and cannot respond to attractants
in temporal or capillary assays.

It is postulated that

£laAH^2., IlaQ and ilaH are part of a switch complex
(Parkinson et al . , 1 983 ; Dean et al . , 1 983 ; Macnab and
Aizawa, 1 984) that controls the direction of rotation of
the flagellar motor.

The temporal assay results and the

fact that the ctiaG allele is in llaEYill indicate that
c.b.£G is not part of the switch complex, and the reason
that BT40 cells are Che" is because they are crippled.
Assignment of c.h.£G to ilaEYlll involved the bulk of
the work done in this study.

The nature of the cliaG defect
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(it was not expressed in strains that were not isogenic to
BT40) required careful and thorough genetic analysis.
A Tnltt element was inserted next to ctieG, and once
linkage (10%) to ctieG was established, con jugat i onal
studies placed the location of the TnlH between 12 min and
33 min on the £. typhimuLium chromosomal map.

Linkage

(92%) to pynC indicated that the TnlQ (and aheG) was
located in the vicinity (within one min) of 23 min, near
flagellar region I.

Transductional crosses with ila

deletions spanning region I confirmed that cbeG was in
flagellar region I, specifically between IlaEYlI and IlaW.
Three-point crosses with flagellar region I point mutants
narrowed the position of atiaG to llaEYHI or ilaEX.
Subsequent complementation analysis with nacA Ila mutants
mapped the location of ahaG in llaEYlll.
Discovery of a novel phenotype for a gene in region I
is significant in light of the fact that a large number
of flagellar mutants have been isolated in &. typhimuLiuo)
by Dr. Shigeru Yamaguchi of Waseda University.

Isolation

of the abaG mutant was possible because the methods used
in this study for selection and screening had never been
used previously, justifying the expectations that different
selection pressures resulting from the new methods would
uncover novel mutants.
In S. lypbimuLLum, the flagellar region I consists of
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12 genes.

Studies with Mu phage insertions indicate

that region I genes comprise four transcriptional units
(oper ons):

llaEI, IlaEll-ilaEm-ilaEIY-flaEY-£laEYl-

IlaEYlI-f.laEYlII“ilaElX, ilaEX, and IlaW-llaU (Silverman and
Simon, 1973b; Komeda et al., 1977b; Komeda et al., 1980;
Kutsukake et al . , 1 980).
The molecular weights for most of the gene products of
flagellar region I genes have been determined, and assign
ments of genes to specific polypeptides of the flagellar
organelle have been made (Komeda et al., 1978a; Kutsukake et
al., 1979; Aizawa et al., 1985).

Correlations between some

flagellar genes and morphological features on the flagellar
organelle have been made by electron microscopy of flagellar
basal structures from flagellar mutants of E. c.Qli and &.
lyphimiLLimn.

A sequence of flagellar morphogenesis and the

genes involved has been developed as a result of these studies
(Suzuki et al . , 1 978 ; Suzuki and Komeda ., 1981; Yamaguchi
et al . , 1 984).

Mutants with defects in IlaEll, ilaElll,

IlaEYI, IlaEYll and ilaEK have no detectable flagellar struc
ture.

Hook-basal body structures are present in llaW and

ElaH mutants, and in IlaEI and llaEIX mutants the P ring,
and all components of the flagellar organelle distal to the
P ring, are absent.

No structure beyond the P ring has been

reported in HaElY and ilaEYlll mutants prior to this study.
For the role of Ila genes in morphogenesis from the other
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flagellar regions see the following references:
al ., 1 978; lino, 1 977; Suzuki and Komeda

Suzuki et

1981; Yamaguchi

et al . , 1 984 .
All previously isolated mutants of flagellar region I
genes have been fi1 amentless, having incomplete basal struc
tures as described above.

A defective flagellar gene can

affect the expression of flagellar genes coding for compo
nents added later in time to the growing flagellum.

Komeda

(1982) showed that the synthesis of flagellar proteins is
tightly regulated in E. call.

Assuming that regulation of

flagellar operons in S. iytibiaiULium is analagous to regula
tion in E. coll, the IlaK operon is necessary for expression
of all the flagellar operons.

The llaEll operon, of which

ilaEYlII is a part, requires the IlaK operon gene products.
The gene products of the llaEll operon are required for
expression of the IlaEK, the llaW and the mocha operons.
In S. lyph-imuLium there are two operons for the flagellar
filaments, HI and H2.

The llaEK gene products are

necessary for expression of HI and H2.

The ilaW operon

contains ilaW and Hall genes, coding for hook-as s oc i a t ed
proteins (HAPs), and the mocha operon contains mai and
ch.£ genes.

Hence, defects in llaEYlll have been shown

to affect production of flagellar filaments and HAPs.
The llaEYlll mutants isolated previously only have
flagellar structure up to the P ring (Suzuki et al., 1978;
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Suzuki and Komeda

1981), but mutants with the CheG”

phenotype have functioning flagella.

The c.bfiG mutation in

IlaEYllI allows at least partial activation of operons
that require an intact ilaEYHI gene product for expression,
lino and coworkers transferred a plasmid containing IlaEY
behind a laa promoter into a ilaEYlll mutant of S.
typhimuLium (T. lino, Katchalsky Symposium 1985, as re
ported by B. Taylor).

Induction of iJLaEY with lactose pro

duced cells with flagella that were missing the L ring and
outer cylinder when examined by electron microscopy.

These

cells did not swarm in tryptone semisoft plates; they
formed numerous satellite colonies that were similar to
the colonies sometimes observed in chaG strains.

Thu s ,

lino and coworkers were able to circumvent the normal trans
criptional controls, producing a f.laEYlll mutant that had
flagella and was motile (although how an actively expressed
ilaEY gene was able to do this is uncertain).
phenomenon might occur in BT40.

The same

Electron microscopy of

isolated flagellar organelles from BT40 would be useful in
determining whether the L ring and outer cylinder are absent.
Although definitive proof has not been obtained, there
is evidence suggesting that IlaEYlll codes for a protein
subunit of the L ring and outer cylinder (Suzuki et al . , 1 978;
Suzuki and Komeda ., 1981; Aizawa et al., 1985).

Th e L ring

is coplanar with the 1ipopolysaccharide layer, and the outer
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cylinder appears as a staple between the L ring and the
P ring which is located in the peptidoglycan layer
(DePamphilis and Adler, 1971b; Aizawa et al., 1985).

It is

postulated that the outer rings act as bushings, allowing
free rotation of the central rod (Berg and Khan, 1983; Macnab
and Aizawa, 1984).
How does a defect in HaEYlII, knowing its possible
role in flagellar synthesis, cause the behavioral changes
observed in BT40?

The most interesting change in BT40 was

the observed decrease in the proportion of time that the fla
gellar motors spent rotating in the clockwise direction.
Khan and Macnab (1980a) reported a decrease in clockwise rota
tion when the speed of the flagellar motor was reduced by
lowering the proton motive force.

BT40 had a similar doubl-

ing time as the parental strain, indicating that it did not
have any deficiencies in energy production that affected its
g r ow t h .

Hence it seems unlikely that a decrease in proton

motive force caused the bias to counterclockwise rotation of
the flagellar motors.
Since the proton motive force seems to be intact in
BT40, then a reduction in the efficiency of utilization of
the proton motive force might be responsible for the
counterclockwise rotational bias.

Assuming that f.laEYlll

codes for the protein subunits in the L ring and outer
cylinder, then a defect in these components could affect
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the direction of flagellar rotation by putting mechanical
stress on the rotating central rod.

It has been reported

that mechanical stress on the rotating flagella, due to
viscous enviroments, causes cells to swim smoothly.

The

effect is due to formation of more stable flagellar bundles
rather than a bias toward counterclockwise rotation of the
flagella (Mitani and lino, 1968; Berg and Turner, 1979).
Mechanical stress from a defective L ring and outer cylin
der could impede rotation of flagella, and thus decrease
the efficiency of utilization of the proton motive force
to the point where a bias in rotation is produced.
It is also possible that the bias in counterclockwise
rotation is one of many pleiotropic defects resulting from
a defect in llaEYHI that affects regulation of flagellar
synthesis.

Since the IlaEYllI gene product is necessary

for expression of the mocha operon , a defective ilaEYlll
gene product might affect production of the dqqIA and
maiB gene products by the mocha operon.

The malA and malB

gene products are part of the flagellar motor because
mutations in these genes paralyze the flagellar organelles
(Enomoto, 1966a; and 1966b; Silverman et al., 1976; Silverman
and Simon, 1976; Dean et al., 1984). It has been suggested
that they are the pore proteins for H+ ions and the site
for the conversion of proton motive force to mechanical
energy in the form of rotating flagella (Berg and Khan,
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1 983 ).

A gradual increase of the mciiB gene product in teth

ered maiB cells causes an increase in rotational speed.

At

slow speeds the frequency of clockwise rotation is very low,
increasing proportionally to the speed of rotation (Block
and Berg, 1 984 ).

Thus, the atifiG defect in ilaEYlll could

have caused ineffecient expression of the mocha operon ,
resulting in decreased amounts of

cqqIA

and maiB proteins

which caused the slower rotating speed and counterclockwise
bias.

Enomoto (1965) isolated a slow, motile malB mutant of
S. lyptLimuLium that did not swarm in semisoft plates and
had short f1agel 1 a.

Inefficient expression of the maiB gene

could have caused the same defects in abeG mutants, except
for the short flagella which would have been due to
inefficient expression of the HI or H2 genes.

Decreased

methylation of the transducing proteins, fewer flagella and
shorter filaments all point to pleiotropic effects of defec
tive flagellar genes.

In most flagellar mutants, methylation

of transducing proteins is absent or decreased, and the
flagellar organelles are absent or incomplete.

The llaEmi

gene product is necessary for production of these proteins.
This study suggests that the cbeG mutation in llaEYllI does
not eliminate the production of the chemotactic proteins or
the number of flagella, it just decreases it.
Ikeda and coworkers report the presence of short
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flagella in an H2 mutant of S. ty&tiimuLiua] (Ikeda et al.,
1983).

An inhibitor of flagellin polymerization caused the

short flagella.

Inhibition of flagellar assembly might be

one mechanism for controlling flagellar production.
The logical progression of future studies would be
to determine how the mutation in BT40 affects regulation of
flagellar synthesis.

Cloning the llaEYlll and the diifiG

allele in S.. typh.imuLiiiDQ would be an important first step,
followed by DNA sequencing of the cloned genes.

Determina

tion of the amino acid sequences of the two gene products
from the DNA sequences would reveal the region in the IlaYlIl
protein involved in flagellar regulation.

Specific modifi-

cation of the DNA sequence of the ilaEYlII gene using syn
thetic oligonucleotides should reveal the specific domains
that are involved in regulation of flagellar synthesis,
and domains that affect switching of the flagellar motors.
Transductional crosses using revertants as donors and
ST23 as the recipient revealed that there were two major
groups of revertants.

More than 50% of the revertants ana

lyzed were true revertants, having back mutations which con
verted diieG to ch£G+.

It is possible that some of the rever

tants classified as true revertants might be the result
of a mutation in a second site in f.laE¥lll that restored
the CheG+ phenotype.

The latter would have been designated

as intragenic revertants.

The remainder would be inter-
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genic pseudorever tants with mutations in a second gene
that eliminated or suppressed the expression of c.h.£G.

One

type of second site suppressor mutation might occur in a
protein that normally interacts with the IlaEYIIl protein.
The alifiG mutation could alter the binding site of the
llaEYill protein, and prevent its interaction with the sec
ond protein, causing the CheG

phenotype.

A mutation in

the binding site of the second protein would then allow
the second protein to bind to the mutant c.h.£G protein, thus
restoring the interaction between the two proteins.

A

second type of suppressor mutation might not only eliminate
the effect of the atifiG- mutation, but also suppress muta
tions in many other genes.

Such mutations are generally

transfer RNA suppressor mutations or mutations in aminoacyl
synthetases suppressing nonsense and missense mutations.
Cotransduction frequencies of the suppressor mutations
with the TnlH insertion at 23 min revealed that there
were four possible classes of pseudorever tants (Table 20).
The suppressor mutations in the type I pseudorevertants
cotransduced with the class I TnlU at a mean frequency of
16%, and were located between the TnlQ. and c.beG.

Tr ansduc-

tional crosses of the type I pseudorever tants with ST23
revealed that double crossover events were necessary for
expression of the CheG“ phenotype because the suppressor
mutation was dominant.

A minimal distance of three to four
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genes separating the suppressor from cilifiG was required for
occurrence of double crossover events.
Of the genes in flagellar region I that are possible
sites for the suppressor mutation, ilaEl and IlaElY are the

strongest possibilities.

IlaEl is associated with the P ring,

and HaElY is necessary for a functioning L ring and outer
cylinder.

The cotransduction frequencies of the suppressor

and the role of HaElY in synthesis of the L ring and the
outer cylinder suggest that the supressor might map in
HaElY.

Although llaEYl and llaEYll are probably too close

to IlaEYlll, they must considered as possible sites because
of their role in formation of the inner rod.
The type II pseudorevertants had suppressor mutations
that were linked to the TnlH element by a cotransduction
frequency of 7%.

This frequency indicated that the suppres

sor was approximately one to three genes distal to cbeG with
respect to the TnlE insertion.

The flagellar genes located

between IlaEYlll and 24 min on bacterial chromosome are llaEIX,
ilaEX, IlaW and Hall.

Assuming that IlaEYlll codes for the

L ring and outer cylinder, HaElX or HaEX might be possible
sites for the location of the class II suppressor mutation.
llaEIX

has been shown to be required for the presence of a

functional P ring, and ilaEX is involved in regulation of
transcription of the flagellar genes,

IlaW and Hall, coding

for the hook-associated proteins, are not very likely sites
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for the suppressor mutation.
Since the transductional data (1% linkage of the
suppressor to the class I TnlQ insertion) places the type
III suppressor near 23 min, but outside flagellar region I,
it is difficult to determine in which genes the supppressor
mutation occurred.
Type IV pseudorever tants were not linked to the class
I TnlQ. insertion, and appeared to have suppressors to ctifcG
that were not in the vicinity of 23 min.

Included in this

group should be the suppressor mutation that were linked
to the class II TnlQ. insertion by more than 60% (these revertants will be discussed later).

Further attempts at mapping

the location of the type IV suppressor mutations might reveal
that there are several different types of suppressor muta
tions.

Likely candidates would be transfer RNA suppressor

mutations, suppressor mutations in aminoacyl synthetases or
suppressor mutations in flagellar genes from region II and
region III at 40 min that interact with llaEVlll.
There are a number of available options to determine the
location of these suppressor mutations.

Presently, transfer

of the suppressor phenotype only can be confirmed in c.h.£G
strains.

Strains of flagellar deletions having the class

I TnlQ insertion and the suppressor mutations must be
constructed and used in transductional crosses with BT40 to
determine in which deletions the suppressor mutations are
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located.
mutations

Another possible method for mapping the suppressor
locations is to clone the suppressors by checking

for transformation of BT40 from CheG” to CheG+.

Once a plas

mid with a suppressor is isolated, the flagellar genes in
the plasmid can be identified and the suppressor's location
mapped.

For nonlinked suppressors, TnlU insertions them

need to be obtained and used to direct formation of Hfr
strains .

Conjugation then can be used to determine the gen-

eral location of the suppressor.
During the transductional crosses attempts were made
insert a TnlH element near ctieG.

Some strains with TnlQ

elements (class II TnlH insertions) near a suppressor were
constructed (BT250 and BT251).

These suppressors were not

linked to c.bfiG at 23 min on the bacterial chromosome.

Pre

liminary studies using TnlH directed Hfr have been success
ful in mapping the location of the class II TnlQ insertion
between s.£lA at 62 min and £ys.G at 72 min (K. Kinsley,
personal communication).

A number of transfer RNA suppres

sor mutations are located in this area.

However, linkage

to markers near these suppressors was not established,
indicating that it is not one of the known transfer RNA sup
pressor mutations.

Lack of sufficient markers in this area

made it difficult to map this suppressor.

As soon as proper

marker strains are acquired, further attempts will be made
to determine the gene in which the dheG suppressor is located.
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In summary, alifiG was discovered to be a new allele of
ilaEYIII.

Studies with BT40 mutants demonstrated that the

probability of clockwise rotation was not necessarily a
reflection of the tumbling frequency of the cells.

It

suggests that the stability of the flagellar bundle can
affect the tumbling frequency of the cell.

Because cbaG

mutants had flagella, we were able to study regulation
of the flagellar operons in more detail, uncovering the
pleitropic effects of a single mutation in £.laE¥lll on the
other flagellar operons.

Cloning of llaEYHl, followed

by specific modifications of the DNA sequence, could reveal
more information regarding the role of specific domains in
the ilaEYIll protein in regulation of flagellar synthesis.
If the suppressor mutations in the pseudorevertants are
mapped, it will reveal which gene products interact with
the ilaEYIll protein, and possibly provide information about
the role of these genes in flagellar synthesis.

5.
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